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Guelph Business Directory
The attention of the O. A. C. and Macdonald Students is drawn to the
following Directory of Guelph Business and Professional men.
tisements help to make your magazine a success.
and give the best service you can obtain.

Their adver¬

They carry the best goods

It is only fair that you patronize

them.

Cigar Stores—

Banks—

Dominion Bank
Guelph & Ontario Investment

and

Murphy & Cartledge
Russell Daly

Saving Society
The Royal Bank
Union Bank

Caterers—

The Kandy

Kitchen

Geo. Williams

Barbers—

College Barber Shop
Cleaners and Pressers—
Bicycles—

W. V. Bagg
S. J. Wimpenny

M. J. Brown
Book Stores—

Confectionery—

C. Anderson & Co.

Geo. Williams

Boots and Shoes—

Cosford’s Shoe Store
J. D. McArthur
Thurstons

Clothiers & Furnishings—

Rollie Hewer
D. E. MacDonald & Bros., Ltd.
Powell & Fennell
R. S. Cull

Brokers—

Cole Bros. & Scott
A. S. MacPherson
Keleher & Hendley
W. Y. Baggs
S. J. Wimpenny

J. E. Carter

Cafes—

Dominion Cafe
Royal Canadian Cafe
Wyndham Inn
Candy,

Ice Cream,

Hot Drinks—

The Kandy Kitchen
The Peacock Candy Shop
Murphy & Cartledge
Russell Dalv
You will be doing the Review a

Dentists—

Dr. E. Burrows
Dr. M. J. Rudell
Dr. G. P. Britton
Dr. D. M. Foster
Dr. Ross H. Wing
Dr. R. Mahoney
ice if you tell these people you have

read their advertisement.

Continued on inside back cover page.
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A PRACTICAL BOOK
FOR PRACTICAL FARMERS
“What the Farmer can do with Con¬
crete” appeals to the man who is
looking for ways and means of increas¬
ing his farm’s profits.
It deale, in a
practical way, with the problems that
confront him every day—wasted feed
and fertilizer, vermin, sanitation, f re¬
risk, repairs—and shows how to over¬
come them by building with concrete.
Send for this valuable book. From its
pages map cut a programme of improve¬
ments—permanent concrete improve¬
ments—that will rid you of profit-eating
loss, and at the same time, save labor
and increase the value of your holdings.
Silos, barn floors and foundations,
poultry houses, manure pits, walks,
troughs and fence poets are a few of the
things you can eaciiy build with con¬
crete. The book tells you how.
Canada Cement can be secured from
over 2,000 dealers in nearly every dry,
town and village in Canada, If you
cannot locate a convenient dealer,
write our nearest sales office,

Canada Cement Company Limited
1959

CANADA CEMENT

CONCRETE

Canada Cement Company Building
Phillips Square
Montreal
Sales Offices at

Montreal

Toronto

Winnipeg

Calgary

FOR PERMANENCE

Canada Cement Company Limited

nmo‘l
JS,
Qgupond
Please mention the O

1959 Canada Cement Company Bldg.
Montreal.
Send me your Free book—

(Name)
(Address)
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The benefits of

ELECTRICITY
for the price of a

I

CUP

of

CREAM!

F someone were to offer you the benefits of electricity for merely a
cup of cream a day, you’d think it a wonderful opportunity. Yet that’s
exactly what Delco-Light offers you—electric light to flood your home,
barn and outbuildings, power to operate those labor-saving conveniences
you’ve long wanted, at a daily operating and upkeep cost of less than
the price of a cup of cream!
LOW PRICE—EASY TERMS
You can buy Delco-Light to-day at a low price and on easy terms.
You can enjoy all the comforts of electricity while it is paying for itself.
A PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS
Delco-Light is a General Motors’ product—backed by General
Motors’ guarantee.
A quarter-million Delco-Light plants are in satis¬
factory use.
Famous 4-cycle, air-cooled, valve-in-head engine and
thick-plate,* long-lived Delco-Light battery.
Write immediately for
prices and illustrated literature.

DELCO LIGHT CO. OF CANADA, Limited
245 CARLAW AVE., TORONTO.
Also

359 RICHMOND ST., LONDON

Makers of Delco-Light Washing Machines,
Delco-Light Pumps, Frigidaire.
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THE COW STALL FLOOR PROBLEM
V

Is solved for
all
time
by
use
of
Cork

Paving Brick.
These
bricks
Possess all the
good
features
of both wood
and cement,
with none of
their faults.
Cork brick are
r warm and re¬
silient, nonslippery, per¬
fectly sanitary
and remark¬
able for dura¬
bility in ser¬
vice.

Cork
Brick
Floort
Are used by
hundreds of
prominent stockholders in the United States and Canada, and also by many Agricultura
Colleges and Government Experimental Stations.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION CO., Limited
McGill Bldg., MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Agricultural Politics in Canada
are given unusual treatment in

A History of Farmers’ Movements in Canada
By Louis Aubrey Wood, Ph.D.

W

ITH the study of Agriculture naturally goes a study of the doings
of agriculturalists. This volume gives a comprehensive treat¬
ment of the remarkable series of farmers’ movements occurring
in Canada since 1872, and shows their effect on the social, economic and
political life of the country. Dr. Wood’s aim has been to show Can¬
adian farmers struggling through organization toward self-expression
and toward an adequate defence of their industry.
Particular
attention is given to the farmers’ plunge into politics in the several
provinces as well as in the Federal arena. 400 pages. $2.50.
Get It

Through

the College Bureau

THE RYERSON PRESS
Publishers
TORONTO,

CANADA
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Oil Cake Meal
The Best Live Stock Food

J.&J. LIVINGSTON
BRAND
THE BEST OIL CAKE

The Fertilizer that furnishes Nitro¬
gen in the Immediately
Available Nitrate Form

Twenty years’ investigations at the
New Jersey Experiment Station showed
that “The percentage of Nitrogen re¬
covered in the Crop was greater with
the Nitrate than with any of the other
materials, the 20-year average being as
follows:’’
- 4
*

FLAX SEED
PURE LINSEED MEAL
Prompt Shipment

A

i

Nitrate of Soda.62.42%
Sulphate of Ammonia..47.48%
Dried Blood..38.69%
Cow Manure.
32.69%
<*

Free Literature on the Use of Nitrate
of Soda in Canada may be obtained from

Reasonable■*Prices

THE DOMINION
LINSEED OIL CO.
Limited
Montreal, Que. St. Boniface, Man.
Head Office and Mill, BADEN, ONT.
Branch Office,

CHILEAN NITRATE OF SODA

TORONTO

B.

Leslie

Emslie,

Director

Chilean Nitrate
Educational
Bureau
REFORD

BUILDING

TORONTO

Yom
ARE SURE IF" YOU USE

KRESO DIR N? I
HOW MANYVMANY TIMES YOU NEED SOMETHING
OF THIS KIND, TO KILL LICE ON A COLT OR CALF,
TO TREAT A CASE OF MANGE OR RINGWORM,.TO
WASH OUT A CUT OR A SCRATCH, TO ^DISINFECT
w A WOUND OR A RUNNING SORE OR GALL*
HOW OFTEN YOU COULD MAKE GOOD USE OF.
A RELIABLE ANTISEPTIC IF YOU ONLY HAD IT.

KEEP KRESO DIP N?l ON HAND/^S
YOU WILL FIND IT THE BEST KIND OF
'INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS FROM PARASITES AND DISEASE.

ITS A REAL NECESSITY ON EVERY FARM.
THERE IS ALWAYS GOOD MONEY IN HEALTHY, THRIFTY, WELL KEPT
STOCK. LOUSY, MANGY, DIRTY, NEGLECTED ANIMALS
ARE A LOSING GAME ANYTIME AND ANYWHERE .
USE A GOOD DIP AND YOU WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE.

BE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT KIND
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT IF YOU USE KRESO DIP NO.I!
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Maaofaetured by Parke, Daria A Co.. Walkervilie, Out

v.
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on
No. 2—THE COLLEGE ON THE HILL.
(Tune—John Brown s Body).

We’re out for blood and thunder, boys,
We’re farmers on a spree;
We’re taking four-year courses
At the famous 0. A. C.
We’ve nothing to be frightened of,
We’re glorious and free,
Hurrah! for the 0. A. C.
Chorus:
Glory, glory, to the College on the hill,
Glory, glory, to the fellow with a will,
Who plugs with strong devotion,
Till he’s given his degree,
Hurrah! for the O. A. C.
They feed us Klim at breakfast time,
At dinner time and tea;
They give us fish on Friday,
That’s been six months out of sea;
And then to cap the climax, boys,
At dinner there’s no tea.
Hurrah! for the O. A. C.
Our little song is ended, boys,
We hope we’ve done no wrong;
The best that can be said,
Is that it wasn’t very long;
And any time you’re handy, boys,
Just drop around and see,
The chaps from the O. A. C.

"THE PROFESSION WHICH I HAVE EMBRACED REQUIRES A KNOWLEDGE OF EVERYTHING”

VOL. XXXVII.
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Y® G®©dl - Old
By G. H. Unwin, B.A., B.S,A.
‘His speech was a tangled chain; nothing impaired but all disordered.—
Shakespeare.
k~| pJHE quotation above had reference

Take, for example, the word “guy.”

to a gentleman whose condition

It meant originally the effigy of Guy

at the time was not quite normal;

Fawkes, then the effigy of any person,

it applies, however, with truth to the

then any person who had an unusual or

average speech of this age.

eccentric appearance.

Nobody

In this form it

could accuse us of allowing our vocal

became set, with two distinct meanings,

organs to rust; from the soap-box orator

in the language.

to the M. P. we all have the opportunity

last few years it has become an insipid,

to speak, and verily we do speak with

colourless thing.

vigour “nothing impaired.”

hopefuls,

The quan¬

Now, note that in the
As used by our young

“guy” means a male speci¬

tity of speakers has undoubtedly in¬

men of the genus homo, and nothing

creased, but it is extremely doubtful

else.

whether the quality has improved cor¬

tion

respondingly.

A careful listener, like

admiration, nor respect, nor in fact any¬

the old Spectator, were he to frequent

thing but a nonchalant desire to know

the street, the hotel lobby, the smoking-

the individual’s name.

car, the market-place, the club, even
the farmers’ institute, would be forced

might fallen!
Consider again our old friend “pro¬

to the decision that the “well of Eng¬

position.”

lish”

tremely respectable and dignified word.

needed

cleaning and

needed it

Of course language changes as life
literally,

conveys

neither

contempt,

nor

How are the

This was originally an ex¬

It meant something proposed or laid

badly.
changes.

“Who’s that guy?”—The ques¬

We
to

cannot

speak

Shakespeare spake.”

be

expected,

before one.

When somebody made us a

proposition we felt that the moment

that

was a serious one, and we corrugated

Automobiles, air¬

our brow and bent our brain to the task

“the

tongue

planes, cinemas and other inventions

of considering it.

have brought with them a host of new

tion is anything at all.

words.

pher is as a rule, “a proposition”; the

This process of renewal is nor¬

But now a propositThe stenogra¬

mal and quite necessary if language is

dog is a “proposition”;

to keep its vitality.

situation is invaiiably “a queer propo¬

It is not with the

new words that degeneration

comes,

sition.”

the political

Ye gods, what is it that is not

Many fine old words which used to

a proposition?
Our proposition—I use the word in

have strength and dignity, have be¬

its ancient and honourable sense—is to

come wretched nonentities, ragged spe¬

preserve the purity of our native Eng¬

cimens of decayed gentility from which

lish.

the glory has departed forever.

slang that danger comes.

but with the misuse of the old ones.

It is not only from the users of
Some slang
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is very expressive and appropriate, and

the past, any lower than in industrial

thoroughly justifies itself.

It is from the

centres; but I do think that the farmer’s

semi-educated person that another dan¬

newly-won importance in matters poli¬

ger comes, the person who never uses

tical and social, should be accompanied

a short word if he can find a long one

by better education for his children,

and who delights in language that has a

and that education

formal, official flavour.

more practical way than in the culti¬

The speech of

such an one has no distinction, no force;
if he has ideas they are muffled up and

can begin in no

vation of every-day speech.
To this end we should try to get for

obscured in a jargon of stale formulae

our

and set phrases, which we have heard

themselves good at English.

hundreds of times and which have no

not so easy as it sounds.

further power over us.

ing them more than they have been

I would ten

rural

schools,

teachers

who

are

This is

It means pay¬

times rather hear a speech by the most

paid.

illiterate of lumber-jacks, than a dis¬

be expected to show a high standard of

course couched in the jargon of official¬

general

dom.

entrust the children to a $600 or $700

Our ideal should be to cultivate plain,
concise, effective speech, both in con¬
versation and on the platform.

The

Poorly salaried teachers cannot
education; yet we

cheerfully

teacher, and then grumble when they
do not learn anything.
Secondly, we can improve our Eng¬

whole art of speaking is to use the right

lish

word in the right place, and then to

clubs and literary societies.

stop.

courage the timid and also stimulate an

About the best writers and speak¬

through

the good

old debatingThese en¬

ers there is a charm which proceeds as

interest in questions of the day.

much from the wise economy of their

arouse the spirit of competition and,

words as from anything else.

In reading

in addition to their social value, do a

their works or listening to their speeches

great deal towards developing effective

we feel the same pleasure that a mechan¬

public speakers.

ic feels in the smooth running of an

self-education which rural leaders might

engine, or that the farmer feels in a

develop much

perfect piece of plowing, the joy of

done.

They

This, is a branch of
more than

they have

Yet, how many of

The diffusion of good books is another

us ever consider this aspect of our daily

means of improving the general quality

speech?

of English.

good workmanship.

We sharpen our tools, oil up

It is well known that boys

our engines, in a word make our instru¬

who have not spent much time at school,

ments as effective as possible for our

but whose homes are places where books

daily occupations, and at the same time

are plentiful and reading a habit, both

we neglect the most important instru¬

talk and write better than others, who

ment of all, our language, without which

may have studied rhetoric and syntax

those occupations would be impossible.

at school, but who have never been en¬

Farmers in particular should encour¬

couraged

to

read

general

literature.

colleges

and

universities

age speech improvement in their com¬

Our

munities.

in

develop the system of package libraries,

national affairs demands a higher stand¬

for the distribution of good literature in

ard of general education than that with

rural communities.

which they have hitherto been satisfied.

been in the air for some time, but very

I do not think that the standard of Eng¬

little has been done to put it into prac¬

lish in rural communities has been, in

tice.

Their

present

position

might

The scheme has
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public opinion in favour of good Eng¬

cultural representative must be careful
to show no evidence of having spent

lish.

much time at school, or he is put down

Once that is established the rest

will come of itself.

We must get rid of

as a “white-collar farmer” or a “book-

certain traditions which cling persist¬

farmer” or something equally useless.

ently, like foul weeds on the bottom of

This prejudice against education in it¬

a ship.

self—I

The most pernicious of these is

mean

general

education,

or

that English is not necessary for the

culture,

farmer.

He is, we are repeatedly told,

strong and is still alive in this country.

a practical man and as such is not sup¬

We must get rid of it, if we are going to
make any progress.

posed to worry about such unimportant
details

as

correct

speech;

indeed,

it

is not only natural for him to make

if

you

will—has

been

very

For a’ that, and a’ that,

errors in speaking, but eminently fitting,

And silly cant, and a’ that,

and quite in keeping with his rough

A man may speak his language right

honesty and sterling worth.

And be a man for a' that.

An agri¬

So did this horse excel a common one,
In shape, in courage, color, pace and hone.
Broad breast, full eye, clean head, and nostril wide,
High crest, short ears, straight legs and passing strong.
Look, what a horse should have, he did not lack.
Shakespeare.
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(The following is an article which appeared in the “Hamburger Fremdenblatt,”
January 17th, 1925.

The translation is here given as an interesting

German

view of conditions in Canada affecting immigration.)
Y means of the legal restrictions

$2,000 in order to begin as an independ¬

on immigration the United States

ent settler in Canada with some pros¬

has made it understood that as a

pect of success—an amount of capital

territory for immigrants that country

which

may no longer be considered.

German emigrants do not happen to

As a

the

majority

of

present-day

consequence, the European emigrants,

possess.

and especially many Germans, are more

climate, a cold winter and a hot summer.

and more turning to Canada as the

Generally the winter in Canada lasts

promised land.

from October till April.

Immigration into Canada, especially

In the third place, there is the

On the aver¬

age, one must reckon on a seven-month

for Germans, is nevertheless not nearly

winter.

so

propaganda

in the West, which chiefly concerns the

Anyone who declares not

immigrant, from 30 to 45 degrees below

more than 11,500 capital, and besides

zero Centigrade (—22 to—49 degrees F.)

undertakes to become actively engaged

while the summer average is 35 degrees

in farming, obtains then permission to

C. (95 degrees F.)

enter Canada only if he submits a con¬

to understand, that in the cold and

tract

snow-wrapped

simple

as

represents.

which

emigration

secures

employment

in

The winter temperature varies

It is therefore easy

winter

all

and

every

Canada, and which must be approved

labor on the land must cease.

by the Canadian immigration officials.

reason the land-owner dismisses all his

For Germans a further restriction exists,

help soon after harvest.

that only farmers, farm laborers, and

difficult during the winter months in

female domestics are admitted.

Canada to find remunerative employ¬

Arti¬

For this

It is unusually

sans and factory hands are not granted

ment.

admittance.

was

difficult by this—that the labor unions

given to me by the Government Officials

keep jealously all non-union labor from

in Ottawa, when

I was travelling in

securing work which, according to their

Canada in 1924, in the interests of Ger¬

view, belongs to the members of the
union.

This

information

man . emigrants.
Canada possesses still great stretches

The

The search for work is made

farm-laborers,

although

very

of land which await settlement and culti¬

busy in the summer months, make very,

vation.

slow progress in spite of their relatively

There is yet room for many

millions of capable immigrants.

The

high wages, because in the winter over

settlement of the land in Canada pro¬

and over again they are forced to spend

ceeds relatively slowly.

their savings. . Whoever, then, goes to

have

been

since 1906.

acquainted

Personally, I
with

Canada

Canada under contract must in all cir¬

The principle reason for

cumstances make sure that the contract

the slow process of settlement was this,
that the majority of European emigrants
turned

to

the

better-known

United

States.

In the second place, the immi¬

grant required a minimum capital of

extends over a year.
The

principal

farming

provinces,

which are of interest to the German
immigrant,

are:

Manitoba,

capital,

Winnipeg; Saskatchewan (Regina) and
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In these three

The greater part of land suitable for

provinces may be found a great number

settlement is in the hands of the great

of settlers of German stock and of Ger¬

railway companies, whose lines extend

man speech.

from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Alberta (Edmonton).

The majority of these are

The

German Russians and German Ameri¬

average price runs from ten to thirty

cans.
Also in Canada are the^conditions of

dollars an acre and upwards.

the settler quite as pinching and ardu¬

credit.

ous as in any other new land.

extends over 34 years.

Most

These

lands are usually bought on long term
In some instances the payment

depressing for the new settler is the

The soil of these Western Provinces

great loneliness of the unending snow-

is particularly fertile, Canada is a new

plains.

land, and her development depends on

Often are the settlers snowed

in for a whole week and cut off fr m all

agriculture.

intercourse.

failure in harvest causes a sharp crisis in

For the

most

part

the

settlers find themselves on Government
land as homesteaders.

For

this

reason

every

the country.
The German farmer as such is every¬

The homesteads

are to be had from the Government at

where esteemed.

a reasonable price, and mostly cost only

mans are accorded by English-Cana-

ten dollars for a registration fee.

dians but scant respect.

Never¬

As a people the Ger¬
Every German

theless these homesteads are generally

should therefore seek to establish him¬

abandoned by the settler the first year.

self or to obtain work in a district where

The homesteads of this sort are for the

people of German stock predominate.

most part thirty to forty miles from the

Otherwise he will not be spared more or

nearest railway station.

less unpleasant experiences.

If you wish to be miserable, you must think about yourself; about what you
want, what you like, what respect people ought to pay you, what people think of
you; and then to you nothing will be pure.

You will spoil everything you touch,

you will make sin and misery out of everything God sends you; you can be as
wretched as you choose.— Kingsley.

MRS. MEAD’S RIDING SCHOOL

“A

Striking

Example.”
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By Dr. C. A. Zavitz, O. A. C.
experimental

In seven years’ co-operative experi¬

work with farm crops in connec¬

ments the average results in yield of

tion with the Ontario Agricul¬

grain per acre per annum from three

tural and Experimental Union is rapidly

different seed mixtures were as follows:

approaching its power magnitude.

Oats

FfplHE

co-operative

In

1

bushel

and

barley

1

bushel,

1924 there were 485 more experimenters

2,104 pounds; oats 1 bushel, barley 1

than in 1923 and 578 more than three

bushel and Golden Vine peas % bushel,

years ago.

2,019 pounds; oats 1 bushel, barley 1

There were in all, forty-two

distinct co-operative experiments with

bushel and Wild Goose spring wheat

farm crops in the past year.

bushel, 1,913 pounds.

These in¬

cluded various tests with grain crops,

In

potatoes, field roots, fodder crops, hay

tests

crops, etc.

seven years, the Green Mountain pota¬

Those varieties of grain crops which
gave the highest average yields of grain
per acre in the separate experiments
in 1924 were as follows:

Oats, O.A.C.

No. 144; barley, O.A.C. No. 21; hulless
barley, Guy Mayle; spring wheat, O. A.
C.

No.

85;

buckwheat,

Silver

Hull;

field peas, Potter; field beans, Michigan
No. 630,425; soy beans, O. A. C. No.
211; and winter wheat, O. A. C. No. 104.

the

890

successfully

throughout

conducted

Ontario in the past

toes gave an average annual yield per
acre of 203 bushels, and the Irish Cob¬
bler of 177 bushels.
Within

the

past

seven

years

475

separate tests were made throughout
Ontario in comparing the results from
northern
seed

and

from

potatoes.

southern

grown

average

annual

The

yield per acre from the northern grown
seed was

190 bushels,

and* from the

southern grown seed, 181 bushels.
The

highest

yielding

of

every one of the seven years the north¬

roots in the co-operative experiments

ern grown seed gave a higher average

were:

yield than the southern grown seed.

Mangels,

varieties

In

Sutton’s

Mammoth

Long Rod; sugar mangels, Bruce’s Giant
White

Feeding;

Swede turnips,

Per¬

fect Model, and field carrots, Rennie’s
Mammoth Short White.
The
yield in

following
tons

gives

of whole

In an experiment extending over four
years, and including in all thirteen tests,
the average annual yield of oats per acre
was 62.8 bushels from the application

the

average

of ten tons of barnyard manure, 58.7

crop

and

bushels

in

from

the

application

of 200

bushels of shelled grain per acre per

pounds of 3-8-3 fertilizer, 56.4 bushels

annum of each

of eight varieties of

from the application of 200 pounds of

corn tested throughout Ontario under

1-8-1 fertilizer, and 51.2 bushels from

similar conditions for eight years: Gold¬

land which received neither manure nor

en Glow, 9.5 and 65.6; White Cap Yel¬

fertilizer.

low Dent, 9.4 and 61.4; Wisconsin No.

For

detailed

information

regarding

7, 10.6 and 60.6; Bailey, 9.5 and 59.5;

these

Salzer’s North Dakota, 9.1 and 56.4;

ments,

Longfellow, 9.0 and 54.8; Compton’s
Early, 8.5 and 52.5.

forty-sixth annual report of the Experi¬
mental

and

other

co-operative

experi¬

the reader is referred to the
Union,

which

is

now

being
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printed,
from

and which will be distributed

the

department

of

agriculture,

Toronto, Ontario, a few weeks hence.
Ontario farmers wishing to experi¬
ment with field crops in 1925 should
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write to the Field Husbandry Dept.,
O. A. C., Guelph, asking for the spring
circular _ of

co-operative

which will be printed about the end of
January.

Wk®ia a Twiaiip

L

experiments,

©mi Air.

By R. D. Colquette, Professor of Marketing Economics, 0. A. C.
AST

winter

an

Ontario

farmer

Swede

turnips

reach

the

American

spent a few months in Florida.

market they are sold as rutabagas.

It’s

Not many Ontario farmers can

purely

and

afford that luxury these days but there
are those who still have some of the

a

matter

of

geography

nomenclature.
But

there

are

Swede

turnips and

money they made out of twenty-cent

Swede turnips.

hogs stored away in pickle.

the difference but the American con¬

One day

he

entered

a

The cow doesn’t know

restaurant

sumer does. The Philidelphia housewife,

of the rather exclusive sort; the kind

for some reason well known no doubt to

that farmers do not habitually patron¬

herself, but never yet discovered by the

ize.

growers, prefers a dinky little rutabaga

“What have you that’s good to-day?”
he asked the waiter.
grown rutabagas,” replied that digni¬
tary.
had

a

New

York and some other markets prefer a

“Well, sah, we’ve some fine No’th’n

Rutabagas

about three inches in diameter.

delightfully

un¬

nice, round, smooth root from four to
six inches across.

Buffalo and Pitts¬

burgh name the same specifications but
will take them a little larger.

Under

familiar sound to the Ontario farmer.

the indiscriminate method of shipping

He had never heard of them before.

that has prevailed here-to-fore, a fair

When he looked them up on the bill-

sprinkling of big whoppers, up to ten

o’fare and found that they were forty

inches in diameter and any old shape

cents a dish, they seemed more exclu¬

have

sive

though everybody knows that the mar¬

than

ever.

His

curiosity

was

found their way into the cars

aroused and his order included a serv¬
ing of this strange vegetable with the

ket doesn’t want them.

foreign sounding name.

comes to quality there is a small section

When his order arrived his curiosity

So much for size and shape.

When it

of Ontario that seems to be the prom¬

And when he paid his

ised and chosen land of the rutabaga.

bill it included forty cents for a helping

The U. S. Department of Agriculture

of what he had always called Swede

knows all about this as witness the fol¬

turnips.

His boys at home fed 3000

lowing extract from a market report

bushels of them to the cows while he

issued last summer:
“Rutabagas are apparently growing

was satisfied.

was wintering down South.
When an exporter in Ontario buys a

in popularity as a winter food, espe¬

carload of rutabagas he pays the farmers

cially in the Northern States, says

for Swede turnips, but when those same

the

U.

S.

Bureau

of

Agricultural
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Economics.

Many carloads are used

growth of the season in October.

in the territory from Boston to Chi¬

food

cago and further South.

Swede turnip does not develop its full

During the

plants

succumb

to

Most

frost.

flavor till th-e frost strikes it.

The

The Am¬

last three months of 1923 imports of
turnips, mostly Canadian Rutabagas,

erican consumer who has never sampled

exceeded 68,000.000 lbs., about 5,000-

a frost ripened rutabaga doesn’t know

000 lbs. more than during the same

what the real article tastes like.

Most

On this high ridge of land, 800 feet

of the rutabagas come from a section

above the level of Lake Ontario, out¬

of Ontario,

about 75 or 100 miles

side the fruit and truck belt, the ruta¬

north-west of Buffalo. . . Total out¬

baga attains a peculiar perfection of

put from 32 states during 1922 was

form and flavor.

835 cars.”

temperature is low by some degrees for

Mark that the report says that the

the latitude.

period a year before.

.

.

.

The average summer

The nights are always

total shipment from 32 States was 835

cool with, usually, heavy dews.

cars.

fall frosts come early and recur fre¬

That is only half the quantity

shipped

from

one

Ontario

Wellington, each year.

County,

In fact it is

quently.

The

Every October morning there

is an invigorating tang in the air.

On

only about twice the amount shipped

toward the end of the month come squaw

from the little village of Rockwood,

winter

five miles east of Guelph.

shiveringly to be taken indoors.

The Rock-

when

the

farm

animal

begs
Then

wood district has two claims to distinc¬

comes Indian summer, seen at its lan¬

tion.

It produces the finest quality of

guid best in this hill country where

table turnips in Ontario, which means

eight out of ten trees are sugar maples.

on the continent, and it was the birth¬

It is then that the rutabaga, firm, and

place of James J. Hill, of Great North¬

crisp, every cell turgid with juices of its

ern Railway fame, one of the biggest

own flavoring, reaches its full perfection.

contributions Canada has ever made to

Rutabagas have been regularly ship¬

the business life of her southern neigh¬

ped from this area to the American

bor.

market for over forty years.

Each year the old Hill farm con¬

tributes

several

hundred

bushels

of

turnips to the American market.

One old

shipper, who has turned his business
over to his boy, as he calls him (the

The area which produces 98 per cent,

“bov” is 52 years old) claims that he

of Ontario’s export turnips covers parts

shipped

of only four counties, Wellington, Brant,

States 56 years ago.

Waterloo and Oxford.

You can flvver

total around 4,500 carloads annually.

from one end of it to the other in less

The\’ are the cash crop of their district.

than three hours.

The valleys of the

Hundreds of farmers rely on them for

River and its tributaries the

the cash to pay their taxes, no incon¬

Speed and Xith, with a soil derived from

siderable item of expense these hectic

limestone, forms the best turnip grow¬
ing section.

days.

Grand

The soil has something to do with

his

In

first

the

car

past

to

the

United

Shipments now

they have

been

mostly shipped in bulk to jobbers, who
put them up in 100 to 140-lb. sacks for

it but it is chiefly a. matter of climate.

the retail trade.

The Swede turnip is a Northern veget¬
Cold

deal of the sacking is being done at
shipping points.

wet weather, which stunts the corn, is

Now when it comes to commodity

able.

It revels in a cool summer.

just to its liking.

It makes its best

This season a good

co-operative marketing, think this pro-
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position over, and see if you can beat

The growth of the industry is one of

it.

The territory is small and compact.

the finest examples extant of the in¬

It is peopled by good, old-fashioned

herent excellence of a product triumph¬

Nordic stock, direct descendants of the

ing over every abuse in marketing it.

British and Pennsylvania Dutch pio¬

Out of these conditions has sprung

neers whose vanguard was blazing trails

the Ontario Turnip Growers Co-opera¬

through

tive Ltd.

the

wilderness

of

forest an even century ago.
their

rutabagas

set

the

hardwood
For quality

standard

of

The initiative in organiza¬

tion was taken by a dealer, F. E. Slater,
of Woodstock, who is now general man¬

excellence in all markets which they

ager.

have penetrated.

Marketing them is

as an exporter he saw the advantage

ninety-nine per cent, an export business

that would accrue from having a large

with no local marketing complications.

volume of the

They have then, the co-operative ad¬

a

vantage of an outside market, an enor¬

charges

mous advantage as witness the co-oper¬

the

ative progress in Denmark, California

He laid his plan before some of the

and B. C.

officials of the Ontario Department of

Within shipping distance is

From his ten years’ experience

single

product

office

in

reducing handling

preventing

quality

and

sold through

gluts,

improving

extending

markets.

the tremendous consuming population

Agriculture.

of the industrial portion of the United

tically controlled co-operative organiza¬

States.

tion of the most approved type, drew up

Consumption there could be

greatly increased.

It is now less than

one rutabaga per head per year.

An

They outlined a democra¬

a contract and helped explain the plan
to the growers.

LTnder the presidency

increase in exports would help Ontario

of J. B. Ketchen, an old O. A. C. boy,

pay her enormous yearly bills for citrus

now a prominent farmer near Fergus, as¬

fruits

sisted by a board of four directors, it is

from

Florida

and

California,

early strawberries from Virginia, early

now a going concern.

peaches

a

from

Georgia,

tobacco

from

Kentucky and feed corn from Iowa.
The

conditions

of

the

trade

co-operative

It is as clean cut

marketing

proposition

as there is on the continent.

Somewhere

have

between a third and a half of the ex¬

been far from serving the best interests

port table stock in the four counties is

of either the consumer or the pioducer.

covered by its 1,300 contracts.

Some forty exporters have competed

should be no great difficulty in increas¬

with each other, frequently underbid¬

ing its volume to 75 per cent, of the

ding the market and breaking the price.

exportable crop this year.

There

There has been no pretense of grading

In the meantime every grower has

and only a patchy attempt at selection

learned that when a Swede turnip emi¬

for uniformity of size.

Big, rough, mis¬

grates to the United States it assumes

shapen fellows, topped with the hoe and

an alias, puts on airs and calls itself a

pulled out with the harrows, have fre¬

rutabaga.

quently been thrown into the same car

is the chip thrown into the water a

with the best six-inch roots, round as an

small matter but it tells you whether

apple and laboriously pulled and trim

the matter is in motion or not. Learn¬

med by hand.

Facing cars has not

ing to say rutabaga is a small matter,

been unknown and dealers have thereby

but it indicates an increasing and more

fooled, not the trade, but themselves

intelligent interest on the part of the

and

grower in the marketing of his product.

the

widening

producers.
markets

has

No

attempt

been

at

possible.

That is a small matter.

That is no small matter.

So
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OR some years prior to 1923 the

S. Martin, and the outlines of a co-op¬

Honey Industry in the Province

erative organization laid

of Ontario was in a most woeful

He was heartily in accord with the pro¬

state of disorganization and reflected

position and arranged for the Provin¬

small credit on a group of individuals

cial Department of Agriculture to help

who studied daily one of the most highly
organized communities in the world.

in every way possible in the work of
organizing.

To further complicate matters, produc¬

In the Spring of 1923 the co-operative

tion was increasing by leaps and bounds

was well under way with a general man¬

due in part to systematic boosting of

ager,

the industry by Provincial and Domin¬

directors and 285 members signed up

ion

for a period of three years.

apicultural

departments.

It

has

secretary,

before him.

treasurer,

board

of

One of the

been estimated by competent authorities

big difficulties facing the co-operative

that production in Ontario has increased

at the very outset was a “hang-over”

over one hundred per cent, in the last

from the previous year’s bad business

ten years.

of some one million and a half pounds

In 1923 the crop

in

the

province ran over eight million pounds.

of honey unsold.

This was tackled in a

Here was a million-dollar industry

business-like way by Mr. A. G. Hal¬

(speaking of Ontario alone) in a fair

stead, the general manager, who prompt¬

way to absolute bankruptcy in so far

ly made a trip to England, France, Bel¬

as the big producers were concerned

gium, Holland, etc., where he establish¬

due to lack of application of common

ed sound trade connections, later re¬

sense business principles to such things

turning with orders for thirteen car¬

as distribution, marketing, grading and

loads of honey, some of it sold in mar¬

the like.

kets where Ontario honey had never

In other words the business

had grown far too big and unwieldy for
any system of individual marketing.

even been heard of before.
In passing it might be mentioned that

At this juncture (1923) the Ontario

over a million pounds of this “hang¬

Beekeepers’ Association, a purely social

over” had to be liquified and recanned

organization, took a hand in affairs.

in order to meet the requirements of

For several years previous to the time

the foreign market.

in question this society had been dab¬

seen that this was no small item for a

bling in co-operative buying of con¬

young organization to tackle success¬

tainers and it was found in two consecu¬

fully.

tive years that they had made a saving

bought outright a

of some 25,000 dollars annually for the

Dunnville, Ont., at the start, and this

members.

establishment

Here was food for thought

It may readily be

Fortunately the co-operative had
bottling plant

enabled

the

work

at
to

and a concrete example of the benefits of

be carried on expeditiously.

Co-operation.

ciple to the selling end of the business?

Working Organization of the Co¬
operative.

Representations were made to the

For the first time on record Ontario

Minister of Agriculture, the Hon. J.

had a bonefide Co-operative Selling Or-

Why not apply this prin¬
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ganization for its honey crop, and not

production,

before it was badly needed.

the whims of Nature, in so far as his

Four main

of

grading

and

packing

dispose of his hard-earned increment
producers,

.(c) Seasonal dumping due to panic.
(d) Lack of distribution.
These difficulties were in a fair way of
Grading and packing

rules were established.

upon

in competition with a hundred other

regulations.
(b) Variation in prices.

being remedied.

dependent

crop is concerned without having to

difficulties in the past had been:—
(a) Lack

entirely

In other words

a uniform article would be available
for market and in unlimited quantities.
By means of a system of crop reporting
on the part of the members a fairly ac¬

each

one underselling the

other, and the poorest bargainer setting
the price.
In 1923 prices had sunk to such levels
that producers were selling below the
actual cost of production.

The great

trouble was that very few producers
took time to sit down and figure out in
a business-like way what it actually did
cost to produce a pound of honey.

curate knowledge of the production in

Some Features in Deta[l

the various counties could be formed
at head office, and prices for the season

Co-operation, it is claimed, is a child

set accordingly. This information would

of necessity and only when the need is

increase in accuracy with the growth of

great will it thrive.

the membership.

way true of the Ontario Honey Pro¬

All members must of

course adhere to the prices set, and

ducers’

Co-operative.

thereby create confidence in markets.

strong and lusty.

This is in every
It

is

growing-

The membership at

In the matter of selling, if members

the time of writing numbers over 850

are unable to dispose of their entire

and new members are coming in every

crop locally at co-operative prices they

day.

are at liberty to warehouse the balance

one

with the Co-operative (locally) to be

ments

moved as the market demands it.

This

support and strengthen the organiza¬

remedied the overloading of markets

tion that is handling the problems of

at certain seasons of the year.

his industry is not only, not doing his

With a better knowledge of produc¬
tion in given areas it is possible for the
management to take care of distribu¬
tion and prevent the appearance of over

In fact to quote verbatim from
of

the

Co-operative’s

“The

producer who

advertise¬
does

not

but is causing interference with
the greatest success that may be attained
for himself and his neighbors.”
part,

As a concrete example of what the

good

Co-operative has done to bring order

export

out of chaos there is the noteworthy ex¬

markets can be taken care of and new

ample of the buying of containers for

production,
business.

so
At

detrimental
the

to

same time

avenues of trade developed.

the members.

This work was for a

time in the hands of the Ontario Bee¬
Protection for Producers

keepers’ Association as already stated.

From the foregoing it may be seen

The members of the Co-operative need¬

that the producers themselves will be in

ed over a million pails for the 1924 crop.

position to receive proper protection

This information was available at head

and a more adequate remuneration for

office and as a result of being able to

their labours.

A beekeepers’ life is no

talk “big business” with the manufac¬

It is quite sufficient that he

turers, the Co-operative was able to

be on tender hooks during the time of

put by ten thousand dollars clear and

sinecure.
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yet give the members their pails at the

at the same time sending in representa¬

usual price.

tive samples of his crop in special sam¬
ple bottles for the head office to check
Crating

up on and incidentally know how the

The matter of crating of the crop has
always been a big problem.
every

beekeeper

made

up

In the past
his

own

crop is averaging throughout the pro¬
vince.

The “Light” honey goes in blue

pails and the “Amber” and “Dark” in

crates from any kind of material he

red pails.

could lay his hands on.

on the outside of the boxes along with

Not only did

The grade is marked as well

a carload shipper have a heterogeneous

the name,

etc.,

of the

Co-operative.

collection of packages, but what was

The trademark “Beekist” is registered

even worse he was paying freight (2nd

and cannot be infringed upon.

class at that) on a lot of useless lumber.
The wire-bound

by the Co-operative is of a standard
weight and the same is accepted by the
railway companies.

By the use of these

wire bound boxes, which come in the
flat and are very easily put together, a
saving of $18.50 is possible on a carload
from Toronto to Liveipool.

Co-operative pail, bearing the trade¬
His own apiary num¬

ber is embossed on each lid for the pur¬
identification

the

matter of

marketing every

member is desired to develop his local
business to the full, but should he so
desire he is at liberty to turn all or part
of his crop over to the Co-operative to
sell for him as the market calls for honey
of the value of the honey turned in to

Every member is expected to use the

poses of identification.

In

at the same time receiving fifty per cent,

Containers

mark “Beekist,”

Marketing

box recommended

the

local

warehouse.

The

members

selling price must not be below that set
as a minimum for the particular grade
in the province.

Other than the

Overhead

number which also ap¬

pears on the shipping boxes, the pro¬

A member receives for his honey the

duct is standard.
If a jobber places an order for a car¬

average net price secured for the pools

load of “Beekist” honey “Light” grade,

words he has deducted from the value

in say ten pound pails, he gets a uni¬

of his honey (and note this applies to

form article from start to finish, well

his Total crop) the cost of operation of

and strongly packed and fit to compete

the Co-operative for the year spread

with the output of any modern factory

over the total tonnage handled, wheth¬

of the present day.

er or not the honey was sold by him

This is business.

self.

No longer is honey to be put on the
“Honey”

In other

locally or through the Co-operative it¬

Grading

market, labelled

into which his honey grades.

that

This charge will be a fraction of

a cent for 1924.

For 1923 the charge

does

was 1 1-10 cent per pound, an extremely

not go down with the Ontario Honey

heavy charge, but unavoidable at the

Producers’ Co-operative Limited. Every

outset,

member has a grader and classes his

original members as a rule because they

honey according to one of three grades,
viz.: “Light” “Amber” and “Dark,”

realized the true seriousness of the sit¬
uation.

and

cheerfully

borne

by

the
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By George G. Reeves. Humber Bay, Ont.
ELECTING the seed is a very im¬
portant factor for this crop.

It is

becoming the practice nowadays to

outside so that they will be ready to
start growing immediately.

The plant

does not want too much water because

select the seed from your own tomatoes

if given too much water it will be very •

for planting the following year.

You

soft when ready to plant outside and

have to be sure when selecting this seed

that takes away from the value of the

that you pick only the tomatoes that

plant.

are well-shaped, true to type, and must

for transplanting or you will not be sure

also be sure that neither the vine nor

of good results.

A very hardy plant is needed

r

the tomatoes are in any way diseased.
The seed is planted in flats about the
end of the second week in March.

When planting staked tomatoes it is
advisable

to

pick

a

good

piece

of

Of

ground, clay loam preferably, but at the

course if you have no greenhouse it

same time you want it in a place where

would not be advisable to plant in hot¬

the plantation will get as little wind as

beds quite this early.

possible.

one-half

an

inch

It is sown about
underground

This is because of the fact

and

that if there is much wind when the

covered with a mixture of good earth

tomatoes are full grown there will be a

and sharp sand or very fine gravel. The

heavy weight for the stakes to hold up

rows should be about two inches apart

and they are likely to break off just

in the flat.

above the ground.

It takes from two to three

weeks after the seed is sown for the

Clay loam soil is especially adaptable

plants to be ready to be transplanted

for the reason that it does not grow too

for the first time into flats.

bushy a vine and at the same time pro¬

To do this

you want to be very careful in lifting

duces as many or more tomatoes.

the plants out of the flat so as not to

necessary to use a good deal of barn¬

break the roots.

yard manure for this crop.

It is usual fo«* them to

It is

We use

be planted about an inch apart or about

around thirty tons to the acre, and, as

one hundred plants to the flat.

well as this, some fertilizer.

After

We find

the first setting out they are allowed to

that to grow tomatoes and be really

stand

successful the manure should be plowed

for approximately four or five

weeks before again moving them.

This

in in the fall so that the good will go

time there are only about three dozen

right down to the roots of the plant as

plants put in a flat.

soon as it is set out.

The reason for

When working

doing this is to have them so that you

the land to get it ready in the spring we

can cut them out of the flats in square

do not plow again, because that would

and not disturb the roots too much.

make the land so that we could not

Of course a lot of these plants are again

again plow out furrows which help us

moved into pots.

The best size of pot

to make quick time when planting. All

to use is the four inch, as this size gives

we do is to run a disc and harrows over

the roots a great amount of freedom

the ground so that any weeds will be

and in giving it that freedom it makes

killed that may be up at that time. Our

it a stronger and better plant to set out

method of planting staked tomatoes is

in the ground.

You need these plants

to plow out furrows so that two rows of

twelve inches high, when ready to set

tomatoes are two feet apart and the
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next four feet apart, in this way it is

plants to the stakes it is necessary to

easier to work than having all the rows

nip out the side shoots, by that I mean

three feet apart.

After plowing out the

every shoot other than the top, so as to

furrows we apply a good dressing of

promote quicker growth of both toma¬

Acid phosphate, which is about 10 per

toes and the ripening of the same.

cent, available, in the bottom of the

It is customary to mulch this crop

We then run a wheel-hoe down

very heavily with long, strawy manure.

the furrow so as to make sure none of the

The reason for doing this is because,

fibres of the root touch the fertilizer.

unlike the tomatoes grown on the flat,

In this way there is no danger of the

the ground is not covered with foliage

root being burnt and still at the same

and . drys out quickly.

time the fertilizer is just where it will

has other advantages; one is this, it

soon be needed.

feeds the soil as the rains wash the good

furrows.

The next work to do

is to drive in the stakes.

These stakes

Mulching also

out of it and also helps to keep the

are about six feet high and an inch

tomatoes

in

perfect

condition

by

square.

They are driven one foot into

keeping the earth from splashing up

the ground and there is a space of two

on them, and in that way adds to the

feet between each stake in the rows.

sale price.

By planting the tomatoes this close you

Staked tomatoes can be depended on

will be able to see how it is that staked

to be ready for the market from ten to

tomatoes pay better than the ones on

fourteen days ahead of the ones on the

the flat.

The only trouble with staked

flat and “Sunrise” tomato, which is the

tomatoes is that, unlike planting them

best tomato to stake in the Toronto

on the flat, all the work other than cul¬

district, will usually bring around ten

tivating, is not finished then.

to fifteen cents a basket more than any

planting
stake

at

them

they

once

with

are

tied

either

a

When
to

the

heavy

on the flat because of it being very good
for canning as well as for table use.

string or raffia and this operation has

This article is written by a young

to be continued every week or ten days

gardener, near Toronto, and the direc¬

until the vine reaches the top of the

tions and conditions mentioned apply

stake and then the top is pinched off.

particularly to the Toronto district, and

At the same time as you are tying the

are not general for the Province.

How the Ring felt about their Placings.
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Hors® P®w@f wrs^s Tractor P®w@r
©na ftk© E&storn OiraitaFi® Farm
,63; iL iL Thompson ,’26 (March Prize Essay)
T is over sixteen years since the trac¬
tor was first used in Agriculture.

It

is therefore, older than the truck

now as at that time, but they are not
used to such a large extent for field
work.

Let us consider the operating

and almost as old as the automobile.

cost at that time with the operating-

However, there are many more motor

cost of the past year, and then compare

cars

these results with

owned

by

farmers

there are tractors.

to-day

than

One main reason

the cost of horse

labour for the two periods.

for this is that the farmer cannot see

During 1919 and 1920 gasoline sold

where such an expensive outfit can do

at a price ranging from seventeen to

his work more cheaply than the horse.

twenty

In the case of the motor car he can see a

which was used largely for tractor fuel,

great

sold for ten cents to twelve cents per

deal

of

needed

himself and family.

enjoyment

for

He knows also that

his car will save him much

time that

gallon.

cents

per

gallon.

Kerosene,

Lubricating oil was also much

cheaper at that time, it’s price being-

can be spent very profitably on the

only eighty cents per gallon.

farm.

from these prices, the cost of operating

My subject will be dealth with from
a practical standpoint, and in an econ¬
omic sense.

Any figures used to explain

my statements have been recorded by
myself from practical experience on the
farm on which I have lived.

The trac¬

tor used was a Fordson—one of the
tractors ordered by the Dominion Gov¬
ernment during the late War.
A great many people wonder why
tractors are not used to as great an ex¬

Figuring

the tractor for a ten-hour day was as
follows:
Average

Operating

Cost

Per

Dav

During 1919:

12 gallons of kerosene, at 10 cents
per gallon.$1 20
1 gallon of lubricating oil, at 80
cents per gallon.

80

Grease.

25

Driver for tractor, 50 cents per
hour, 10 hours. 5 00

tent now as they were during the two
or

three

years

succeeding

the

War.

There are just as many tractors used

Total cost of operation for 10-hour
day.$7 25
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Now let us consider the cost of up¬
keep for it's equivalent in horses.

It

1924 was only one-half that of 1919, I
think it is only reasonable to decrease

is generally considered that it takes six

the

horses to do the same amount of work

By

as a Fordson tractor.

In the first place

found that in 1919 it cost seven dollars

it will take two drivers for this number

and twenty-five cents to operate the

of horses, while it took only one for the

tractor, while in 1924, it cost six dollars

tractor.

and fiftv-six cents.

During the three years suc¬

ceeding the War, prices of dairy produce
and farm crops were high.

The average

wages
these

allowed
actual

the

figures

operator.
recorded

I

•/

Now, let us figure the cost of horse¬
power in 1924.

The average price of

sale price of oats in 1919 was one dollar

hay in Eastern Ontario was twelve dol¬

per bushel.

lars per ton, and the average price of

The average price of No.

1 hay was twenty dollars per ton.

From

oats was fifty cents per bushel.

Using

these prices I figured the feeding and

these figures I will now give the cost of

operating expense for six horses for a

maintaining and

ten-hour day to be as follows:

six horses as previously mentioned:

6 horses, each eating 20 lbs. of

Cost of Horse Power in 1924

hay per day.SI 20
6 horses, each eating lj^ gallons

6 horses, 20 lbs of hay each, at 812
per ton.8

of oats per day. 1 12
Wages for two drivers, at S3.00
per day.

operating the same

6 horses, 1^2 gallons oats each per
day, figures to.

6 00

72
,
66

Wages for two drivers, at 82.00
per day. 4 00

Total cost for 10-hour day.S8 32
From the above figures it will be seen
that the tractor power was the cheaper,
by one dollar and seven cents.

Total cost.85 38
By summing up these figures it will

It will

be seen that while tractor power was the

be noticed that I have not taken into

cheaper of the two kinds of power in

consideration the cost of feeding the

1919, the horse power was the cheaper

horses when not working.

in 1924. (eg):

The tractor,

of course, when not being used is not
In 1919, horse power cost.88 32

consuming any fuel.
Next, let me give you the average cost

In 1919, tractor power cost. 7 25

of operating the tractor for a ten-hour
day in 1924:

12 gallons of kerosene, at 18 cents
per gallon.$2 16
1 gallon of lubricating oil. 1 20
Grease.
20

81 07
Therefore, in 1919 the tractor power
was one dollar and seven cents cheaper
per day than was horse power.
In 1924, tractor power cost.86 56

Tractor driver. 3 00

In 1924, horse power cost. 5 38

Total cost of operation for 10 hrs.S6 56

81 18

Of course it is rather difficult to esti¬
mate labour cost, when the owner, him¬

Therefore, in 1924 the horse power
was the more economical, representing

self, operates the machine.

a saving of one dollar and eighteen cents

However,

as the actual profit from the farm in

per day over the tractor power.

It will
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be readily observed from a study of
these figures that so far as field work is
concerned the tractoi was a better in¬
vestment five years ago than it is at the
present time.
It should be quite obvious that the
reason for this change has been the
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steady increase in price of tractor fuel,
while the prices of farm products have
been steadily declining. Personally I
have always been an advocate of power
machinery for field work, but owing to
the present low prices of farm produce,
I cannot recommend the tractor.

ftlk® Gwirim
bn p^HE Animal Husbandry Club of
the College was successful in
secuiing Mr. J. McSloy as speak¬
er at its meeting of February 4th. Be¬
sides proving a very instructive and
interesting speakei in regard to Guern¬
sey cattle, Mr. McSloy described hF
experiences on the Island of Guernsey,
as only one who thoroughly knew the
situation could.
The credit of being one of the first
men to breed Guernsey cattle in Cana¬
da'successfully is an achievement to be
proud of, especially when it is remember¬
ed that Mr. McSloy is not a farmer or
stock breeder by birth or early training.
V\ ith an inherited farm that looked like
“a white elephant” on his hands, Mr.
McSloy’s keen business sense came to
his aid. To keep up the fertility of the
soil manure was needed, and he reason¬
ed that he might as well produce his
own manure from a herd of cattle as
buy it from unknown sources and seed
his farm to weeds. With a market for
milk only a mile or so away in St.
Catharines, Mr. McSloy decided upon
dairy cattle as his class of stock. But
what breed?
After careful study of the breeds he
decided on Guernseys, because they
possess plenty of size and are long lived.
They are the best tempered breed of
cattle and give the best coloured and
richest milk which can demand a prem¬

ium on the market. Mr. McSloy sells
all his product as certified milk at 24c
per quart in St, Catharines.
Moreover McSloy Bros, preferred not
to start out with anything but the best,
and at one importation secured 10 top
females and a bull from Guernsey Is¬
land. There the poor pure-bred is dis¬
carded by a system of improvement in
their breeding that is worthy of com¬
ment. No bull may be used for service
at less than 15 months of age, and then
not until he has been approved by a
committee of three will he be accepted
as a herd sire. Not only his type is con¬
sidered but that of his dam and also her
record. If any one detail is not up to
standard the bull is discarded. This
culling of sires started fifteen years ago
has greatly aided in type improvement.
T. B. is unknown on Guernsey Island,
because no live cattle are allowed to
enter under any circumstances. And
Mr. McSloy says proudly that he has
never had a reactor on the farm, and
hopes he never will have.
To illustrate the quality of his stock,
Mr. McSloy has one cow, McKinon’s Bijou, that turned in $1,377.86
with a record of 87h lbs. butterfat in
one year. In addition he has ten cows
that have averaged 814 lbs. butterfat
for a year. Having such a herd of cattle
besides one of the most beautiful homes
in southern Ontario, is it any wonder
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that Mr. McSloy is proud of his Guern¬

we are where we will get some real

seys?
An

Guernsey butter.”
account

cf

his

experiences

on

very fine looking butter on the table in
fine small pats.

Guernsey Island follows:—

There was some

I tried it and thought

I feel that, before I begin. I will not

there was a funny taste,—tried it the

be able to do the subject proper justice,

second time and made up my mind that

because it would take a very large book

it was Oleo Margarine.

indeed to tell of the beauties and inter¬

Head Waiter and asked him what it

esting points of that charming spot.

was.

He said “That’s Oleo Margarine,

Sir.”

I said, “What’s the matter?

First of all I wish to tell you that

I called the

We

there is no Income Tax on Guernsey,

came a long way to get some real Guern¬

and that they have not even heard of

sey butter.”

the word

5 shillings a pound, Sir.”

“Dry”

in

connection with

what they want to drink.

He said, “Why butter is
However, we

These two

used to go down to the market and buy

vital points make the Island very popu¬

a nice round pat, which was about eight

lar just at the present time.

inches broad by about one inch thick,

In addi¬

tion to this, the climate is almost per¬

stamped with the makers’ name and
-vk

fect, averaging about 70 in Summer and

nicely put up in wax paper, and the

40 in Winter, the only drawbacks being

prue was 5

fogs in the late Autumn.

hillings.

The Island of Guernsey and the other
easily

Channel Islands except Jersey, form a

It is possible

bailiwick, ruled by a Lieutenant-Gover¬

to take a train from London to South¬

nor and have a States Assembly, or

ampton at 10 p.m., leave Southampton

what really amounts to a Parliament.

by boat at midnight, and be on the Is¬

It was my pleasure to attend one of

land of Guernsey at six o’clock the next

these sessions and it was very interest¬

morning.

ing indeed.

The

Island

of

Guernsey

reached from England.

very

is

The boats on the route are

staunch

and

and

24 square miles, being about nine miles

On a pleasant

long by three and one-half miles wide,

comfortable

serve fairly good meals.

The island contains about

Spring morning it is hard to imagine

with

anything finer than

the view of St.

They are neatly all of French descent

Petersport (the Capitol of the Island),

and speak a French patois, and are very

as

polite.

one

approaches

it

from

the sea.

a

population

of 43,000

people.

For instance, in speaking to

There is a wonderful harbor and usually

them, if they do not understand what

several boats are there, as well as yachts

you have said they do not say “What’s

anchored outside,

that,” or “How,” but always the word

I was made very comfortable indeed
on the island, having stayed at the Old

“Please.”
The Guernsev neonle are very loval to

Government House Hotel.

In former

England and English has almost super-

years this was the home of the Gover¬

ceded French as the language of the

nor of the Island, but some years since

majority.

a new residence was built, and the old

very active and loyal part in the late

one sold and turned into a hotel.

War.

There

The Guernsey folk took a
This little island,

only nine

is no finer view of the Island than that

miles long by three and one-half miles

obtained from the windows of this com¬
fortable home.

wide, raised 1,000 troops, which is the

I might just say to you that the first

They were honored by being made the

meal I had on Guernsey, I said, “Now

bodyguard of the British Commander,

number required for a British regiment.
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but unfortunately got in a very tight

Guernsey beef, owing to the very golden

place, and 850 of the 1,000 were killed.

yellow colour.

On

principal

the residents of the Island, but about

streets in St. Petersport is a large and

90 per cent, of what is used is imported,

very handsome marble slab with the

and Guernsey meat is a treat.

the

corner of the

two

names of those who fell in War, and
every

morning

it

is

decorated

with

fresh flowers.

It is highly prized by

There are four banks in St. Peters¬
port, and splendid stores of every des¬
cription, also very fine public gardens

The people are hospitable and while

which are beautifully situated and very

they may seem a bit distant to strangers

well kept.

There are splendid roads on

at first, as soon as they find one is all

Guernsey,

about

right, nothing they have is too good for

which are 16 feet wide with some lanes

you.

only 10 feet.

There is only one town on the

600 miles,

most

of

There are very few fences,

island, viz.: St. Petersporl, and all the

but there are walls about the various

business is done there in the way of

farms.

banking

and

on each side by earthen walls from six

most of the buying and selling. It also

to eight feet wide at the bottom and

has

about 3 feet wide at the top.

and

the

legal

Parliament

Fort at

transactions,
Buildings

the entrance

to

and a

Most of the roads are banked

These are

the harbor

mostly covered with a plant called gorse,

where the gun is fired at noon time and

which has a very attractive and beauti¬

at sundown.

The Island is surrounded

ful bright yellow flower, and you will

by a very rugged coast and is dangerous

be amazed to know that this blooms

for boats unless a pilot

365 days in the year and 366 days in

is in charge,

there being only 100 feet depth of water

Leap Year.

between France and Guernsey and the

island that “When the Gorse ceases to

rise and fall of the tide on Guernsey is

bloom that Love will go out of Fashion.”

approximately 40 feet.

Needless to say, these roads are wonder¬

There are, on the island, ten Parish
Churches, built in the
tury.

There is a saying on the

fully kept up and always in the best of

Eleventh Cen¬

condition, as they are easily repaired

These now belong to the estab¬

with the wonderful granite rock that

lished Church of England, they are very

abounds on the island.

well worth a visit and are very interest¬

export outside of cattle and fruit and

ing.

One of the sights of Guernsey,

flowers that amount to anything, is the

particularly on a Saturday morning, is

exportation of granite for use on the

the Market Place.

ing is on a large square and is about 200

English roads.
The Chief Industry of the island,

feet long.

apart from Cattle, is the raising of fruit

The market build¬

Here can be procured every

In fact the only

sort of good, butter, meat and all sorts

and flowers, mostly under glass.

There

of fish.

It is, in my opinion, one of the

are, at the present time over 700 acres

most interesting eights on the island,

of green-houses on Guernsey, and my

and one I always visited on Saturdays.

own opinion is that they have taken

If you want to see anybody from the

away somewhat from the beauty of the

Country you are pretty certain to meet

island,

them on the market square on a Satur¬
day morning.

makers.
To give you an idea of how fertile the

In walking through the market in the
portion set apart for the display of meat,

island really is, and how small an area
they have for cultivation, there are

is very easy indeed to pick out the

only 15,500 acres on the entire island.

but they certainly are money
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for

ture, which is absolutely priceless to¬

walls,

the

day.

and

golf

his masterpiece, “Les Miserables,” also

Take from this the portion
roads,
large

lanes,
lot

buildings,

used

purposes,

for

parks

and after taking

away, the entire

used

these

island—every

all

It was on Guernsey that he wrote

the “Toileis of the Sea.”

acre,

There are, on the island, two monas¬

averaged $350.00 sales.
Another matter that I was greatly

teries, one of which is called Yimiera,

interested in was the careful way in

education of young men.

which every bit of fertilizer is saved by

founded some years ago by a gentleman

these frugal people.

In the barn yard

from France and the heads of the insti¬

there is a large underground pit and

tution and head masters are nearly all

every bit of liquid

French gentlemen of title.

manure

and

the

and is a high-class institution for the
This was

They have

drainage from the barnyard and out¬

one of the best herds of Guernsey cattle

buildings,

everything,

on the island, and I visited them two or

There is a large pump

three times and finally bought a young

attached and they use tanks on two¬

bull from them, which I think a great

wheeled carts which are filled up and

deal of.

distributed

for his purchase, when this was all com¬

pig

goes into this.

pens

over

and

the land—the result

being a wonderful

growth.

I

have

seen fields full of flowers in bloom with
people

picking them

in the morning.

pleted,

When I went back to arrange
I was invited into the office

where they had numerous silver tro¬
phies, won at the various shows, and of

They’d be half finished by noon and

which they were very proud.

wholly finished by night, and the part

very courteous and wanted to give us

that was picked in the morning would

some wine, but being in a hurry we could

have lots of colour on it ready for the

not wait that day, and as they pressed

next morning’s picking again, showing

us real hard, I told them that if they

what can be done with intense cultiva¬

would excuse my bad manners, that I

tion.

would take the bottle, which they gave

The houses are all of stone with

red tile roofs and in many instances are

They were

me.

nearly covered with flowers in bloom.
All have names like Myrtle Place, Clovelly, etc., and I think it is a very nice
One of the sights that interests a
stranger particularly is a visit to the
former residence of the French Author,
Victor Hugo.

You will remember that

he was banished from France and took
up his home on Guernsey.

He had a

beautiful place on one of the highest
spots on the island and did all his writ¬
ing in a small study at the top of the
There are two desks there, one

in each corner, and he wrote all his
works standing.
could

proud of the silver trophies they have
been able to win.

idea.

house.

All the breeders on the island are very

On a clear day he

see the shore of France

where he was banished.

from

The house is

full of the most magnificent old furni¬

Among the most

beautiful spots, in my opinion, on the
entire wonderful island is the 110 A. R.
Daughter’s farm where the well-known
sire, Governor de Chene was owned.
This is on an eminence within rifle shot
of the Sea on one side and on the other
are

two

valleys,

beautifully wooded,

and with as charming a view as anyone
could wish.

We were taken into a room

about 10x14 which was literally packed
with silver trophies, won by the cattle
owned on this farm.
Governor

de

Chene

As you know,
had

108

A.

R.

daughters.
We now come to the portion of my
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talk that will be of most interest to you

got home regarding one of the heifers

gentlemen.

that I bought on the island.

Some five years ago we started in to
get some

Guernseys at our farm in

Canada, and we have,

I think, been

When I

saw her I liked her, but before buying
asked to see her mother.

I was told

that her mother had been sold and went

pretty fortunate in getting ahold of

to America the year before.

good stuff, and we are very pleased

I bought her and at the sale recently

with what progress we have made.

held near Boston I was awfully pleased

In 1921 I was not very well and Mrs.
McSloy

and

myself were

practically

ordered away and I made up my mind

However,

to find that her mother sold the third
highest in the sale and brought $2,600.
There

are

a

few

things

that

the

that if we went, that Guernsey would be

breeders on the island are doing that I

a nice place for us.

think we might, with advantage to the

We reached there

in due course and it was evident that
some people must have written of our

breed in America, copy.
I think that I have more or less dis¬

because we were

covered the reason why the Guernsey

of the well-known

cattle are so mild tempered and good

Guernsey men on the island, including

natured, and I believe it to be from the

Mr. Le Patourel, Mr. F. S. Peer, and

fact that from the time they are little

Mr. Chas. Kitts.

I told them what, at

calves, they are tethered out at the end

I believed to be the truth,

of a rope about 15 feet long, with a

that I was not a buyer and that they

swivel attached and fastened to their

must not take my visit to the Island of

horns or neck.

Guernsey too seriously.

However, we

four or five times each day and only

began to be taken about, and, as usual

about three feet at a time, so that this

to most people who go there, I was so

constant handling and petting makes

carried away with what

them not afraid of the human being at

intention
called

by

that time,

to come,
several

I

saw that

when I left the island I had 10 head.

I

all.

They are moved about

This, of course, is only my idea.

am happy to tell you that they all

The cattle on the island have a great

reached our farm without a scratch on

deal more out-of-doors than our cattle

one of them, and while a little thin and

here.

I believe it will take the best part of a

week in March and cattle were then

year to get them in proper condition, I

tethered out in the fields and eating

like them as well at home as I did on

grass 6 inches high.

the island, and hope for good success in
the future.

means more fresh air which would make

We had a good piece of news after I

I arrived on Guernsey the first

Of course this

for good rugged constitution.—A.G.K.,
’25.

If you have a long journey to go, watch where you put your feet down and
you’ll be there before you know it.

Learn to obey and you will know how to command.

Still will the seeds, though chosen with toilsome pains, degenerate, if man’s
industrious hand cull not each year the largest and the best.— Vergil.
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By A. H. Tomlinson, Associate Professor Horticulture, 0. A. C.

E

Soil Requirements

away. Soil should be well packed around

ICH soil with first-class drainage
and a depth of a foot at least is
necessary for the best results in

roses.

Very

required.

deep

trenching

is

not

Layers of soil are not needed

but rather that the soil be well mixed.
The sub-soil should be from four to six
inches below the depth of the rose roots.
If the soil be of heavy clay: sand, coal
ashes, leaves and light strawy manure
may be mixed with it.

If on the other

hand the soil be sand: clay loam, leaves
and well-rotted manure are worth while
adding.

Where drainage be necessary

in ordinary soil then porous clay tile
drains

are

the

best,

drains are admirable.

although

stone

In peat or muck

the roots and if the bushes should have
been

budded

stones may be placed over this, then the
soil.

Any type of soil will suit roses if

given

the

necessary

plant

food

and

drainage, especially if dense shade and
exceptional brightness be avoided. The
writer recommends partial shade
best

results

brought

about

by

for
tree

growth, particularly during the heat of
the day.

Planting Roses

six inches from the uppermost root bury¬
ing the union may be out of the question
particularly

in

clay

soils.

With

all

low-budded stock the closer the bud
has been inserted to the roots the better.
This means support and also gives the
rose a possibility of rooting at the union
if it will.

It lessens suckering too.

If

the soil be dry at time of planting water
well before the rose is finally planted,
filling the pit with soil a few hours later
and leave a loose surface as a mulch.

Watering
During the growing season if weather
be hot and dry and the plants likely to
suffer,

watering

is

necessary.

This

should be done of a morning rather than
at night, particularly since the water
ordinarily used is extremely cold.

If

watered early, the beds have a chance
to dry and warm up.

It is unwise for

roses to be watered at night, particularly
in anything but hot weather because
especially

with

become

heavy

cold.

watering

This

the

frequently

causes the foliage turning yellow and

late for that matter, or else in spring as

aids fungus and mildew.

early as possible.

in

Any time if the wea¬

deep

deeply and if the union be more than

roots

This may be done in the early fall or

plant

though it is not wise to plant roses too

form along the ditch and nailed together
Brush or

grafted

enough to cover the point of union, al¬

soil rough planks arranged in triangular
at the apex are preferable.

or

cold

Late spraying

nights is not wise.

In

hot

ther be suitable in the fall and the rose

weather, after watering, cultivating the

bushes are on hand surely plant them!

soil should take place but never deep

As winter approaches a mulching of

enough

leaves

be

prefer a mulch with such as leaves or

not

be

grass shearings from the lawn.

finally removed until late in spring.

A

or

brought

strawy

manure

about which

should

should

to

distuib

the

roots.

Some

Manuring and Fertilizing

mulch should be removed gradually.
In planting, roots must be well spread

If the rose beds are lacking in plant

out and damaged or diseased roots cut

food in the early spring, to help the
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growth nitrate of soda or dried blood

be applied, also water when necessary, a

may be applied, using one ounce to a

long season of blossom is kept up.

square yard.

the month of September it is wise to cut

After first crop of flowers

In

a similar quantity of bone meal may be

the plants back somewhat and

applied; excepting weather be moist,

formation follows which ordinarily stands
the winter. A light protection is neces¬

fertilizer should
being applied.

be watered in

after

It is not wise to put on

sary during winter.

a tuft

If plants are not

fertilizer in the fall unless it be of bone

cut back they are of a straggling type

meal or basic slag.

Soluble or acid

and frequently suffer during the winter

phosphates and nitrates should always

and do not give the best results the fol¬

be applied in the spring.

lowing season.

Should manure

New plants may be

be required it may be applied in the fall

brought about by making cuttings of

and should be of strawy material; heavy

the viola growth cut away.

coating of manure is not wise^ particu¬

easily in sand under glass or cheese¬

larly if it is likely to

cloth covering.

be

so

heavy

These root

Heavy protection dur¬

and thick to prevent aeration of the

ing the winter must be avoided for

soil.

Violas.

tulaca may be sown thinly on the bed

Angleworms in the Soil

Frequently fertilizer will cause them
to come to the surface.

They then

may be raked off and destroyed.

For simply summer effect Por-

A

coating of about two ounces to the
square yard of freshly slaked lime will
bring the worms to the surface most
readily especially if applied before a
shower of rain or light watering. The

surface in May month.

Blossoms will

follow during the season.

These colours

do not fit in so well with the roses as the
wonderful

soothing colours

and the writer does not

limestone and slaked with water.
then becomes a powder.

It

This lime is

known also as builders’ or caustic lime.
A covering of lime will also prevent soil
acidity which frequently comes about
if soil becomes too wet or too rich with
manure.
Foundation

recommend

Portulaca with any great enthusiasm.
Forget-Me-Nots

and

Sweet

Alyssum

may be used.
Pruning

ordinary ground or agricultural lime is
of no use but must be recently burnt

of Violas

Early spring pruning is dealt with
separately in answer to questions.
Summer

pruning

some attention.

should

be

given

After the blooms have

died they should be cut away; in fact,
the whole spike should be cut back to
a strong bud.

Frequently after this be

done new shoots will appear which will
or

Cover

Plants

for

Rose Beds

produce flowering wood and flower the
same season, especially if a quick acting

Violas are fairly hardy in most parts

fertilizer be applied.

It is not wise to

of the Province, and as a whole very

allow decaying rose blossoms and old

free

flowering wood to remain on the plant

flowering

with

bright

colours—

perhaps they are the best plants for
rose bed planting.

They help to pro¬

during the growing season.
- Roses are not the easiest things to

tect the roots from the hot sun and are

grow.

not in the way of the rose plants.

but they are surely worth any patient

If

the old flowers are cut off and fertilizer

That point should be made clear

effort that may be put forth.
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How long the ignoble sloth, how long
The trust in greatness not thine own?
Surely the lion s brood is strong

C

To front the world alonel
G. D. ROBERTS,

who visited

Canadian poetry,

Canadian historical

. the College last month, was still

romances, Canadian humour, Canadian

a young man when he wrote this

fiction are representative of Canadian

call to Canada to realize her nationhood.

culture and creative spirit.

And to-day wearejubt beginning, partly
as a result of the stimulus of the war, to

ever insignificant thesfe might seem from

awake, not only to a national conscious¬

they are important to Canadians them¬
selves.

ness, but also to the responsibilities that
go with it. If the word Canadian is to

And how¬

the point of view of world literature,

But a poet, like a prophet, is often

have a new significance it is we who
must give it that significance.

it is only recently that anything like a

National character when it becomes

wide interest has been taken in our own

without honour in his own country and

worthy of the name will find its expres¬

men of letters.

sion in the literature it produces.

read

Pride

in one will mean pride in the other.

any of

Probably few of us have
Colonel

John

McCrae’s

poetry, other than “In Flanders' Fields.”
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and fewer still know that he was once
lecturer and Dean of Residence here.
A small photograph of him may be
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This term we are fortunate in having
visits from some of our well-known

seen amongst a graduating group which

writers.
Charles Roberts has already
given us an evening in which he read

hangs in Galbraith Row in the Old Resi¬

some of his work and revealed his own

dence.

charming personality.

For all that, to the 0. A. C. belongs

We are looking

forward to having Canon

Scott and

the distinction of being the first college

Duncan

to inaugurate the study of Canadian

future

Literature.

Th*is was commenced twen¬

Stevenson’s efforts to bring us in touch

ty years ago by President Reynolds,

with men who have contributed to the

when he was Professor of English, and is
being very ably continued by Professor
Unwin to-day.

We believe that a true

Campbell Scott in the near
and

gratefully

welcome

literature of our country.

Dr.

We believe

that the support of the student body

understanding and appreciation of the

will warrant the frequent appearance

best in our native writings are an im¬

of distinguished speakers in the Mem¬

portant part of our education here.

orial Hall.

Ask aimd Yd Skall Edsdivd!
Your attention please, Mr. Student
Official!

We would suppose that it has merely

The Review has a request to

been overlooked in the past and when

And since this is such a digression

attention is drawn to the fact we expect

from our general policy we shall expect

that the desired result will be forth¬

to command your most liberal consid¬

coming immediately.

make.

eration.

Kindly rest assured, however,

we are not going to ask you to install a
Radio or Chesterfield in the office, nor

Lives of great men oft remind us

are we asking for a cash contribution to
our

Undergraduate

Superannuation

W e can make our lives sublime,
And in parting leave behind us

Fund, neither are we demanding special

Footprints in the Sands of Time.

privileges or protection, although your
’umble

servant

knows

not

at

what

moment he may need a body guard. As

This literary gem furnishes food for

we view the matter we are not even

thought.

asking for a privilege.

ideas,

What we do

When we consider our aims,

and

accomplishments

in

this

want is that our College Life reporter

light we apply, as it were, an acid test.

and our Sporting Editor, where admis-

We do not believe that we are doing

sionis charged, be handed complimentary

anything that will stand the test of

tickets for the functions which it is their

time, and we may wonder if we can ever

duty to write up.

hope to leave behind us any indelible

This is merely a mat¬

ter of common courtesy and is an estab¬

imprints,

lished custom adopted by all societies

greater and better things.

far and near.

that

will

inspire

others to

It would be an effectual

Poets, philosophers, and theologists

means of encouraging this section of our

have given us many and varied sugges¬

magazine without

tions as to the manner of achieving such

involving any

ap¬

preciable, or even noticeable, expense

a noble design.

on those concerned.

getting into deep water and ’tis well to

But there!

We are
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withdraw to surer footing and comment

has taken a hand and has accomplished

on several matters that come well with¬

a feat not duplicated, we believe, by

in our sphere.
Some people apparently have misin¬

any

terpreted the above quotation and have

took only one day for preparation and

applied it in a literal sense.

As a result

although all traces of festivities had to

the impressions of number nine brogues,

be removed and everything in shape in

and number two heels are seen over the

the Dining Hall before they retired, they,

soft spring lawns, sometimes to such an

never-the-less, turned out almost to a

extent,

Also,

man for lectures on the following morn¬

carving of names and initials adorn the

ing, as if nothing unusual had occurred

desks in many of the older buildings.

the previous day.

that paths are

made.

previous

“Conversat.”

class

in

staging

the

This year the Juniors

Congratulations!

It is gratifying however, to note, that
few of the present students names are
there.
vain

Moreover we have looked in
for

prominent

We have been very fortunate in dis¬

It is quite evident that they

covering within our midst another car¬

realized as students that it would be

toonist whose work, appearing for the

impossible to make their lices sublime

first time in this issue, will speak for

by any such indiscreet methods.

itself.

alumni.

names

of

our

Moral—Keep off the grass!

Although new to Review readers

his art on posters and designs has at¬
tracted much attention.

Xurmi is not the only one who is
breaking records these days.

Year '2b

cerely grateful

We are sin¬

and welcome

him

our columns.

To-day is the to-morrow you worried about yesterday, and all is well.

My prayers with this I used to charge—
A piece of land not very large,
Wherein there should a garden be

•

A clear spring flowing carelessly,
And where, to crown the whole, there should
A patch be found of growing wood.
All this and more the gods have sent,
And I am heartily content.

—Horace.

Let your truth stand sure, and the world is true;
Let your heart keep pure, and the world will, too.
—George Houghton.

to
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Aim Ewmiiif with Chari®
“Age cannot wither him, nor cus¬

planation was given of the first sonnet,
The Sower.

tom stale

Canadian scene, but by Millet’s famous

His infinite variety.”

picture.
N

Saturday,

February 7th,

It was inspired, not by any

at

Readers have often questioned

the appropriateness of the phrase “the

Memorial Hall, Charles G. D.

plodding churl,” as applied to the inde¬

Roberts charmed a large audi¬

pendent Canadian farmer.

ence with readings from his poetry, and
with delightful personal reminiscences.

“The plodding churl grows great in
his employ.

President J. B. Reynolds was in the
chair and introduced the speaker in
happy style.

God-like he makes provision for
mankind.”

He pointed out, among

other things, that it was largely due to
Roberts and his contemporaries that
literature and art were beginning to de¬
velop in Canada.

Our growth had been

chiefly material, but we were now be¬
ginning to think more of the things of
the mind and the spirit.
Major Roberts first read three short

While the words would seem out of
place as applied to the sturdy pioneer
farmer of New Brunswick, they exactly
fit the central figure of Millet’s picture.
Major Roberts related some amusing
anecdotes about himself and his cousin,
Bliss Carman.

The two have been con¬

stant companions and life-long friends

poems which contained his poetic creed.

and their experiences have been the

The main idea was that the poet may

genesis of many a poem

find and reveal to others the beauty that
lies close at hand.

was read, a touching ditty called “The
Ballad

“Make thou my vision sane and

One of these

of the

Brook,”

concerning a

bashful youth, a “dainty maiden of De¬
gree,” and a convenient stream.

clear
That I may see what beauty clings
In common forms, and find the soul
Of unregarded things.”

These

reminiscences of two poets—both wellknown to readers of Canadian literature
revealed a delicate sense of humour, a
love of nature and a sincerity of friend¬

Followed, some delightful word-pictures

ship that delighted all who heard them.

of farm life: The Sower, Where the Cattle

In the interval Professor Blackwood

Come to Drink, and a most musical

sang two of Roberts

sonnet entitled Frogs—the “New Bruns¬

had set to music.

wick Nightingales.”

songs was admirable, perfect in symp-

An interesting ex¬

poems, which he

His rendering of these
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As Major

sort of truce with many of the woodland

Roberts said, they were '“just right.”

creatures, and could observe their re¬

No words could convey higher praise.

actions to the things about them.

pathy and understanding.

In

The last part of the programme was

this way he stored up a fund of material

devoted to an explanation of the animal

for those studies of wild life by which

story, its origin, its rise to popularity

most readers know him best.

and its varied treatment in the hands of

of the programme was concluded by

Kipling, Roberts and Thompson-Seton.

the reading of a chapter from Roberts’

Kipling’s famous Jungle Book makes no

latest book, “In the Morning of Time.”

pretence at being scientific, but frankly

The book itself works out the dawning

“humanizes”

intelligence

the

animals

them the power of speech.

and

gives

The work

author

of

primitive

believes

man.

The

that altruism is

exclusively

other hand, attempts a closer,

more

savage ancestors, no doubt, lived under

sustaining

“jungle law,” and had to fight hard for

the interest with a plot that is usually

mere existence; but they did not lead

imaginary.

selfish lives.

treatment,
Major

while

Roberts modestly

modern

product.

not

of the two Canadian writers, on the
scientific

a

This part

Our

It is possible that, if we

with wider

knew the whole truth, primitive man

knowledge of the actual habits of ani¬

was as capable of loyalty, self-sacrifice,

mals; his own interest lay rather in ob¬

and devotion, as ourselves.

credited Thompson-Seton

serving

their

A vote of thanks was moved by Dr.

When asked how he ob¬

Stevenson, and was seconded by Pro¬

their mental

psychology.

processes,

tained his knowledge of animal life, he

fessor Unwin.

said that while in Canada he had spent

success in every way, and congratula¬

all his spare time in the bush, watching

tions are in order, to Dr. Stevenson and

sometimes for hours on end, till eventu-

the committee, which worked with him,

ually he succeeded in

in arranging the programme.—G.H.U.

establishing a

The evening was a great

Th@ Comvdirs&ft
The College year is slipping by at a

on which the dance took place.

Great

most amazing speed, and perhaps noth¬

credit for this is due to the committee

ing brings this home to us so forcibly as

who all the time were working hard,

the manner in which, one by one, the

and, as the event proved, successfully,

big social events loom on the horizon,

to make the lv)26 Conversat as great a

take place, and pass.

success as any of its predecessors.

First it was the

Hallowe’en Dance, then the Masquer¬

The decorations this year were, by

ade, and now the Conversat has come

order, cut down to the minimum, but

and gone.

what there were were simple and effec¬

One of the chief features perhaps, of

tive.

The delicately-coloured stream¬

this year’s Conversat was the smooth¬

ers and balloons hanging from the cen¬

ness and lack of ostentation and fuss

tral skylight, and the great bunches of

with which the preparations were carried

balloons in each corner of the hall, off¬

out.

To the casual observer there were

set the somewhat heavier dark blue and

no visible signs whatever of any pre¬

red of the coverings of the main chan¬

parations, except a few notices and an¬

deliers.

nouncements, until the day before that

were used as sitting-out

Only one room and the balcony
places,

and
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were

tastefully

decorated

and

furnished with comfortable arm chairs.
The music was again

supplied by

Wilfred Foster’s orchestra from Toron¬
to, and though perhaps not quite com¬
ing up to last year’s standard, they pro¬
vided universal satisfaction as the re¬
peated calls for encores testified.

Ar¬

rangements for supper were made in
the cafeteria, and the large crowd was
accommodated smoothly and without
hitch in four sittings, two dances being
allowed for each sitting.

Everyone bore

witness to the excellence of the supper,
while upstairs a plentiful supply of ex¬
cellent punch

helped

the dancers to

ously!
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In the course of a certain dance,

paper caps of every conceivable shape
and colour were supplied from above,
and, fluttering downward, were eagerly
seized

and

donned

by

those

below.

During another dance the heavens ap¬
peared to open and for a space it rained
balloons.

The

effect

of

these

great

drops of colour floating gracefully down¬
ward to the expectant crowd was very
beautiful, and by no means deserving of
the ruthless destruction which

in so

many cases awaited the drops on their
descent.

During the last three dances

the air appeared to be alive with stream¬
ers

which

were

lavishly

distributed

from an apparently never-failing source.

keep cool and refreshed.

The Home Waltz, as usual, came far
As usual, there were many alumni
and alumnae present, and there were
many familiar figures to be seen that
evening, all apparently enjoying them¬
selves to the full.

too soon, but, as the last strains of
“God Save the King” died away and
we heaved a sigh of regret that the
great event of the year was over, it was
also a sigh of contentment and satisfac¬

Occasionally the main lights would be

tion.

The thought that was uppermost

put out, while a large and silvery moon,

in everyone’s mind was: “It was a won¬

suspended from the skylight, shed her

derful dance—a great success.”

mellow light around.

At one time this

the committee from Year ’26 could go

moon was observed to suffer a total

to their beds feeling that “something

eclipse—no doubt in honour of the one

attempted, something done, they’d earn¬

which had occurred a few weeks previ-

ed their night’s repose.”

And

Th® L O. D

)0

Few of those who were wise enough to

original use.

Here everything was so

attend will forget in a hurry the tea-

neat and tasteful

dance held by the I. O. D. E. of Macdon¬

were asked to take no longer than neces¬

ald Hall, on the day following the Conversat.

The Mac. Hall gym. was used

that,

although

we

sary over tea, it was exceedingly hard to
refrain from lingering, in spite of the
alluring

strains

for dancing, and here “Banjo Bud” and

above.

Small,

his orchestra provided such invigorating

were scattered here and there over the

music that everyone forgot that this

floor, while on one side of the room was

was “the day after the night before,”

a long table laden with tea, sandwiches,

and enjoyed themselves as if there had
never been a Conversat.

ice cream, and cake, the supplies of
which the members of the committee

Downstairs, the old dining hall had

laboured heroically to keep equal to the

once more temporarily been put to its

demand.

of

the

white

music

covered

from
tables
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The party ended at 7 o’clock and

excellence and daintiness of the tea,

everyone went away feeling that it had

and the manner in which it was served

struck just the right note in order to

all went to make this party one of the

wind

most successful of its kind that have

up

a

week-end.

successful
The

and

splendid

enjoyable
music,

the

ever been held.

Pram® tm
On Saturday, January olst, the stu¬

dience, nevertheless gave the numerous

dents of the College and the people of ■ visitors the best possible impression of
Guelph were given the privilege of hear¬
ing a most delightful dramatic recital
by Mrs. Agnes Grieve Maclean.

the College.
This is the first time Mrs. Maclean

Mrs.

has honoured us in this way, and we

Maclean is a very dainty little person,

sincerely hope it will not be the last.

and showed to great advantage against

Might we add without presumption,

a

stage

that, if Mrs. Maclean could be persuad¬

She is extremely talented and

ed to interest herself in our College dra¬

gave evidence of very good training,

matics, such assistance would not only

showing a pleasing restraint in gesture,

be extremely welcome, but also could

and cleverness in modulating her voice,

only be of inestimable value to our all-

which is

too-amateurish productions.

very

artistically

setting.

musical

designed

and

melodious,

to

suit the dimensions of the Hall.
The

choice

of

programme

showed

“THE GYPSY ROVER”

excellent taste in that it ran from some¬
what heavy and more serious items at
the

beginning,

to

lighter

and

more

The musical comedy presented by the
Philharmonic Society this year was very

humerous selections, and back for Part

much enjoyed by all.

III. to a serious vein again.

Perhaps,

color of the costumes along with the

one of the most impressive numbers was

somewhat novel plot of the story proved

a costumed playlet entitled “Ashes of

highly entertaining to those who care for

Roses,’ in which Mrs. Maclean appear¬

musical comedies.

The variety and

ed in a charming old-world costume.

Credit is due those who selected “The

Another delightful item was a little

Gypsy Rover,” as all who saw it will

sketch called “Injun Summer,” which

agree that by taking us into the deep

portrays the coming of the Indian sum¬

forest

mer as the return of the spirits of de¬

“happy and free,'’ we forgot most of

parted

our troubles and worries.

Indians to their old hunting-

grounds.

depths where

the

gypsy lives
The costumes

During the musical numbers

scenery and actors were very realistic.

in Part II., Mrs. Fuller accompanied—

The cast, perhaps a little large, rendered

as usual, artistically.

In the intervals,

their parts well, although there was a

vocal numbers were given—a duet bv

little prompting which did not neces¬

Miss Paynes and Mr. Young, and a solo
by Miss Blandlord.

sarily spoil the play.

The choruses sang

This recital took place on the day

extremely well and were encored several
tmes.

after the Conversat, -which fact, while

Owing to the difficulties of producing

it perhaps detracted from what might

such a play, congratulations are due to

otherwise have been the size of the au¬

those who were responsible for its pro-
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This is especially true of the

most laughter among the audience was

Under the direction of Mrs.

Mr. John Lang, in his representation of

Springer Mason, the orchestra rendered

The

their selections and accompaniments in

Attired in the correct costume of that

such a way as to very materially help

most foppish and brave (?) gentleman,

the production.

Mr. Lang could not have achieved great¬

As such a lot depends

Honourable

Archibald

Craven.

upon the music, the success of the play

er success.

It would take too long to

showed how well it was rendered.

put down on paper the success of each
Mr.

of the many characters who were re¬

C. Braund, the leading character

sponsible for its liveliness and actions

played the role of Gypsy hero in very

throughout the play but sufficient to

able style.

Being “captain of his band,’’

say, that despite a few minor faults, the

he gave an excellent portrayal of the

story unravelled smoothly to the happy

free and easy life of the gypsy.

conclusion.

The cast was effectively chosen.
D.

Miss

daughter of the

It wouldn’t be right to conclude with¬

proud and aristocratic father, made a

out giving the honors of the evening to

great hit with the audience with her

Mr. M. J. Williams and G. T. Jackson,

natural acting and complete mastery of

who were in a large way responsible for

her role.

the management and success of the per¬

Blanche

Burton,

as

Undoubtedly the actor who caused

formance.

T

Tk<$ C,

The O. A. C. contingent of the Cana¬

O. T. C.

Col. Simpson gave a short his¬

dian Officers’ Training Corps held their

tory of the College Contingent, and said

first banquet in the cafeteria on January

that they were doing good work.

16th.

This was for the purposes of

toast was responded to by Col. Dean,

stimulating interest among the members

who spoke of the excellent work being

of the Corps, and of entertaining officers
from other units.

done by the system of Cadet Training

The guests of the evening were:—

Speeches were also made by Major

Colonel

Dean

(representing

General

This

and the C. O. T. C.
Smith and Captain Hoodless.

Major

King), and Colonel Gillman, from Div¬

Smith spoke of the progress made by

isional

the Western University Contingent, and

Headquarters,

London,

Ont.;

Major Smith, from Western University;

predicted a bright future, both

Colonel Simpson and Colonel Foster,

and for the O.A.C. Contingent. Captain

from Guelph; and the military commit¬

Hoodless told of the advantages of the

tee

Howitt,

O. A. C. course to an Overseas Officer,

President Rey¬

and also commended all those who were

nolds was unfortunately unable to be
present.

taking the O. T. C. course, saying that

of

the

College—Profs.

Jones, and Harcourt.

Prof. Howitt was Toast Master for
the

evening,

and,

after

the

King’s

for it

one of the things he would never regret
was that he had qualified as an officer.
During

the course

of

the

evening

health had been drunk, he called on Col.

songs were sung by Captain Hember,

Simpson to propose a Toast to the C.

and Corporal Whiteside.
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ERHAPS we should have called
^

nightmare vision of two blank white

our tale of woe "The Sorrows of a

pages headed "Macdonald.”

Sub-Editor.”

ald a blank!

But, dear reader,

Never!

Macdon¬

But what are we

we had no wish to deceive you; and we

to do?

warn you now, ’ere you waste more of

looking girls that live with us in the

your valuable time, this is but filler.

Hall to write an article, and at once

When the illustrious editor of this noble

Ask those attractive, intelligent-

their minds become blank.

Or worse

journal comes to you with a fixed look

still they promise the article and then

of cold determination in his usually mild

the day before copy is called in come

and genial eye and in a stern tone de¬

with a breezy manner and a careless

mands the article that was to fill two

smile to say,

pages of this number—-well, what is a

couldn’t do it.”

meek little sub-editor to do?

hundredweight is added to the load of

It’s no use telling him that a contribu¬

"So sorry, but I really
And bump! another

responsibility placed on the sub-editor’s

tor has disappointed you, that you had

shoulders.

a splendid article arranged for, and that

month without acquiring a permanent

next month it will be along for sure.

stoop, we’ll feel ready any day to take

Next month means less to him right

on the job of Atlas.

now than do spring examinations to
any one of us on the night before the
Conversat.

At present the editor can

.

.

If

we

survive

this

And that’s that.

But it is not the end of our blank
space.

However.

Come to think of it we know a lot

scarcely see beyond the end of his nose,

about filler.

for held up close to it and greedily

who used to devour iced cakes with as¬

scanned by his eager eye is the, so far,

tonishing speed, but who would turn up

very inadequate copy for this March

his nose at cakes that were not iced,

number.

The whole world in which he

and do it too, even when guests were at

lives and moves and groans for more

table, or when he was away from home.

copy is the world of the March number.

“The icing makes the cake and the rest

Promises for April mean less to him than

of the mess is only filler,” was his philo¬

prophecies that the world is to end to¬

sophy; and if his family had not inter¬

morrow.

Indeed, if it were to end, he

fered, he would have proceeded to fill

would be relieved, for then there would

himself up on the sweets of life leaving

be no March number to be published.

out all filler.

“That space must be filled somehow
and it’s up to you!”
He is gone.

But not forgotten!

We remember a small boy

Some power seems to contrive things so
that we are all much like the small boy.

For

To get what we want we have always

now there begins to loom up before us a

to take along with it a lot of filler. What
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about the Conversat, which we happen¬

shoot

ed to mention above?

Were all the

things, things we are so familiar \Pith

dances equally enjoyable, or were some

that we never pause to notice them?

of them merely so much filler inserted
between layers of icing, thin or thick?

And the people.
How many that we
now see every day will we remember

So with skating at the rink.

Some

without dragging out a dust-covered

nights it may be nearly all icing; at

year-book to make certain of names and
faces?

other times our cake is mostly dough,
or filler.

And “dates” in general.

Filler

past like

Filler!

a

comet, or

quieter

Isn’t ninety per cent of ex¬

many of them, though rather necessary

istence all filler?

ii one is to enjoy the icing of concert or

show in which you get one star act and

show.

Others would make any concert

a half-dozen of filler—pleasant enough

or show seem but filler in their company.

at the time no doubt, but forgotten as

And one girl’s filler is another girl’s
icing!

soon as seen.

And to look further, to how many of
our “dates” are we but filler; to how
many are we the candy cake?

(We al¬

.*

And the moral of it all is:

Don’t get fed up with filler!

It is in¬

evitable and is a necessary background
for the bright
against.

lights

to

stand

forth

All we have aimed to do, dear reader,

most said the candy kid!)
Courses of study!

It is like a vaudeville

That course in

What perfectly useless and

absolutely indigestible filler it is!

was to provide that filler which our
editor demanded for these pages.

If

But

you feel that it is pretty poor stuff and

necessary all the same if one is to have

that you could do much better yourself,

a diploma, worse luck!

Try!

Please!!

And let us have your

The worst of it is we can’t really tell

article before the tenth of next month.

at the time what is filler and what isn't.

We have provided the filler, the dull

Ten years from now just what will we

background against which your brilli¬

remember of our two years here?

Will

ance may show to advantage, and we

we remember best the times when we

promise to write no more ourselves, if

did as we felt we ought to do, or the

only we can find enough contributions

times when we did things we were not

to fill up our assigned space.

quite so sure of?

Will it be the wild ex¬

uberant festivities that flare up and

And now to bed for a scant three
hours of the best of filler, sleep!

*Name of the course supplied on application to the writer.
X.B.—This refers to students only.
It is useless for faculty members to apply for this information.

Vasiit ©If TR@
of

donald Institute, those from Wentworth

Huron, Wentworth and Peel, who are

by Miss Iva Langton, who is also a Mac¬

taking advantage of the three months’

donald graduate, and the Peel County

courses in Home Economics offered by

class were chaperoned by Mrs. Lowe,

the

in the absence of Miss K. McIntosh.

The

students

Department

of

the

Counties

of Agriculture were

given an opportunity to spend a day at
the College on Friday, January 23.
The Huron girls were accompanied
by Miss Hopkins, a graduate of Mac¬

The visitors numbered nearly ninety
and from the time they arrived at the
College

their

entertainment

ranged by Miss McNally.

was

ar¬
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Most of the girls arrived about eleven

visit the various buildings on the cam¬

o’clock, and spent the rest of the morn¬

pus where exhibits had been prepared

ing in inspecting Macdonald Hall.

Im¬

and for this the classes were divided

mediately after lunch, which was served

into small groups guided by senior Mac¬

in the cafeteria, the senior class assisted

donald students.

by Mrs. E. C. McLean, gave a short

The day was concluded by an after
noon tea served in the cafeteria where

play in the Memorial Hall.
The afternoon’s programme was to

>aMmm<s

the senior class acted as hostesses.

In

The getting and serving of meals in

food, and when the supply runs down,

the wilderness is never a matter of form

the greatest care is taken to make it

or fashion.

last out.

People who go there take

The allowance to each man

their dining-room service with them,

is decreased little by little; it is omitted

and mealtime very often finds them in

fiom the sour dough hot cakes and from

strange places, where they fust shift as

puddings;

best they can.

In good weather or bad,

rice is eaten without it, so that there

out in the open or under canvas, they

may be some for the tea, or a lump to

eat their dinners and suppers from such

nibble along the trail.

fare as their own pack-load may supply.

and

even

the

porridge

or

In the Antartic, too, sugar has been

The larder may be varied now and then

found a necessity.

with a contribution from the wilderness

quick results, even in that hard climate,

itself, but usually the traveller must de¬

and the craving for it becomes acute.

pend upon the pantry that goes where-

Sir vrnest Shackleton once led his band

ever he goes.

of explorers three hundred miles in four¬

And there is no table but

that which he lays for himself.

teen

It has surprisingly

days of seventy-below weather,

Mountain-climbers are among those

when each man refreshed himself every

in our own country who most often dine

two hours with a few lumps of sugar,

and sup in out-of-the-way places.

High

and “within ten minutes of eating this,”

altitudes and hard exertion necessitate a

says Shackleton, “we could feel the heat

hearty, though a simple diet, and large

going through our bodies.”

supplies of beans and prunes aie includ¬
ed in every mountain outfit.

A variety

Appetites
according to

change

in

polar

regions

the degree of exposure

of dried fruits are taken, for they are

and the occupation of the men.

convenient to carry and are very sal is-

of starchy food create* a longing for

fying as well,

meat, and conversely.

and always such cereals

A diet

Animal fat is at

as rice, oatmeal, and cracked wheat.

times a necessity, for its heat-producing

The staple dinner is bacon and beans,

value, and some \arieties of it that

prunes, raisins, and chocolate, with tea,
coffee, or cocoa

would sicken a white man in camp, are

Sugar is one of the indispensables,

eaten without ill effects, while on the
march.

A dish of sardines, laid out on

and in Alaska it is put on nearly the

fat bacon and co\ered with pastry, was

-gme basis as Hour.

a treat in the Shackleton camp.

Some explorers

.1 ere have said that it is harder to do
til
.thout sugar than any other article of

“We

took no stimulants except cocoa and
tea when on the march. We drank the
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as for the

The cocoa was taken last
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syrup, 5 gallons; with salt, pepper, yeast
cakes, and baking powder.

For the

thing at night to preserve body heat

furnishing of the dining-room he sug¬

during the hours of sleep.”

gested only \ ukon stove, one frying

A list of foods for one man’s daily
consumption has been given by Amund¬
sen, another polar explorer, who has had
experience in both the Arctic and Antartic.
he

On his winter sledge expeditions

allowed

the

following

per

man:

Bread, 300 grammes; chocolate, 200;
pemmican (dried meat), 200; margarine,
30; green stuffs, 25; pea Hour, 25; dried
bilberries, 5; sugar, 5; coffee, 5; salt and
pepper, 5: a total of 300 grammes, or a
little less than two pounds of our com¬
mon weight.

It will be noted that while

this list does not include as much sugar
as the others, its place is taken to a large

pan, knife, fork, plate, four small pots,
and two enamelled mugs.
A different kind of food is carried
into the wilderness of the semi-tropics.
Mr. Savage Landon took with him into
the interior of Brazil, in 1911, enough
food supply to last a year.

tinned meats, one thousand boxes of
sardines,

bottled

and

tinned

fruits,

biscuits, chocolate, cocoa, coffee, and
tea.

He had the advantage, too of ex¬

cellent hunting and fishing in most parts
of the country through which he went.
In the heart of Asia much the same
preparations are necessary.

extent by the chocolate.

It included

Dr. Sven

George Kennan, the American travel¬

Heden, who in 1906, made a remarkable

er in Siberia, carried with him, during

exploration of the Trans-Himalaya coun¬

two years of almost constant experience

try and Tibet, carried with him for his

in that wilderness country, a supply of

thirty-seven Asiatic helpers a store of

dried fish, rye bread, sugar, and tea.

rice, flour, roasted meats, and brick tea;

It was a monotonous diet, but it stood

for himself, in addition, several hundred

the test.

tins of preserved meat, tea and sugar.

An experienced prospector in the Yu¬

Starting from Northern India, and cros¬

kon made out a list of the supplies need¬

sing the Himalayas into the land of

ed for one man in the goldfields, fcr a

mystery, he was able, at first, to buy

period of twelve months.

His estimate

sheep from the peasants, and farther

was: flour, 500 pounds; rolled oats, 150;

on to shoot wild game along the way;

beans,

but

butter,

75;

dried

125;

potatoes, * 60;

apricots,

oi

nearer

Tibet,

and

through

vast

other

stretches of desolate sand-strewn wild¬

75; ham and bacon, 75; pilot

erness, the party were entirely depend¬

bread, 30; milk and cream, 40 cases;

ent upon their own supplies.
—American Cookery.

We all know when we come back for

until the day the lists were posted on

our second year that among the trials

the notice board, and I knew that it

which we must go through before we

was my fate to prepare and give a forty-

leave the Institute as full-fledged dieti¬

minute dem. on “How to Make Good

tians is that of giving a demonstration,
but somehow the horror of the thing did

Bread.”
I had chosen Bread in a spirit of levity

not dawn upon me in its full significance

simply because it is the one thing, or

fruits,

50;

sugar,
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rather one of the things I knew nothing

was

about.

been running an endurance test.

The day was approaching fast.

What

quite

unreasonable.

By evening our bread
ready to be baked.

was I to do?
I wrote to various authorities but

We

hadn’t

was nearly

You see we wanted

to have a sample of the finished pro¬

they must have been busy for they

duct.

did not answer.

unusual shapes and I flavoured it with

With a great deal of worry and even
some little toil I managed to gather to¬
gether enough material to use as the
substance of my speech.

I had good

recipes, I had a good introduction and a
good conclusion.

But alas, I knew noth¬

ing about making Bread.

a little of nearly everything I could find
in the cooking lab.

Then I prepared to

take the loaves downstairs to be baked.
In Macdonald Institute there is a cea
wagon and a lift, and one is supposed to
use them in moving food from one floor
to another.

But beware juniors!

All

are not labour savers that masquerade

The time came to requisition for sup¬
plies.

I made the dough into several

It was better, I thought, to be

absolutely sure of having enough so I
ordered exactly four times as much of
each material as I really needed in the
dem., and an extra pound of butter, for

under that name.

The lift rocks and

it is at your own risk thaEyou send the
precious burden down on it unchaper¬
oned.
We drove the wagon on to the baby
elevator and pulled a rope.

The lift

I felt that if the bread, by any chance,

rose majestically at least two feet.

happened to be eatable it would be a

pulled

good idea to have something

mained immovable.

to eat

with it. One should always be prepared
for accidents.
The day before was a busy one.

I

another rope.

We

The thing re¬
We were helpless

and momentarily the loaves were grow¬
ing larger.

There was no limit to that

yeast’s ambition.

But presently two

rose with the sun and the birds and all

energetic freshmen came wandering by.

those funny things and before breakfast

Their combined forces brought the lift

I had my yeast all ready to put in the

to our feet, but the tea wagon seemed

bread.

to be tipping dangerously, so one of our

I followed directions given in a

good cook book but somehow the re¬

assistants

sult did not look quite right.

our treasure on the lift.

Perhaps

it was because the directions I followed
were for preparing a chicken for the
oven. Who knows?

volunteered

to

accompany

He did, but it was hard.

The lift fits

the wagon

not wisely but too well,

and it was with difficulty that we ar¬

I started some more.

ranged for the extra passenger.

The book said that bread could be

descent was made in safety and the

made quickly by adding more yeast.

problem,

I did.

changed to how to get him out.

I added twice as much as the re¬

cipe called for, for I felt things ought to
be jazzed up a bit.

from

how

to

get

him

The
in,
Our

friend and the tea wagon were so mingl¬
ed that they could not get apart

and

Just in case this might not work my

any assistance had to be given carefully

room-mate made some too, and we had

for as soon as we let go the rope the lift

a race.

It rose much faster

began to quietly subside into the cellar.

and farther than hers, but just as I was

By means of much diplomacy we coaxed

collecting che debt it fell, never to rise

the wagon into the hall and from there

again, and so she refused to pay which

rushed the bread into the oven.

Mine won.
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Lost time is never regained so we de¬
termined not to waste any.

While the

bread baked we did our best to improve
the shining hour by practising running
the lift, in a spirit of scientific investi¬
gation, of course.

Mr.
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Patterson, on

November

29th, in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
Miss Wilhelmina Darch, ’24, is teach¬
ing in Toronto.
Miss Jean Howell, ’24, who is teach¬

After a few rides I left the party to

ing at Havergal, was a guest at Mac¬

see what might be happening in the

donald Hall for the week-end of the
Conversat.

oven.

The

glass

something black.

was

covered

with

I opened the oven

door and smoke poured into the room.
Our ambitious bread had risen, filled the
oven and was burning brightly.
What could one do in a case like that?
I had enough material only to demon¬
strate in class how to make good bread.
My case was desperate.

I had lots of

things to talk about but samples must
be secured.
This is the story of why I became a
murderess.

In the morning I went over

Mrs. Hamilton, ’24, has accepted a
position as assistant dietitian at the
Royal Alexandra Hospital, Edmonton.
Miss

Helen

McMullen,

’24,

has a

position in the General Hospital, Guelph
Miss

Airene

Pope,

of

Wellington,

New Zealand, who has been in Canada
doing post-graduate work, was a guest
at Macdonald Institute for two or three
days.

I intended only to

Miss Mildred Pritchard, ’24, has ac¬

borrow what I needed but the baker

cepted a position in Vassar Hospital,

would not give it to me so I slew him.

Poughkeepsie.

to the dining hall.

I crept up behind and asphyxiated him
with the smoke from the bread of the
night before, and I escaped with the
plunder before anyone saw me.
our

instructors’

glasses

so

I broke
that

she

could not watch my manipulation very
closely.

Miss Mary Ellis, ’24, has accepted a
position in a hospital in South Carolina.
Miss

Evelyn

Hay man is taking a

course in secretarial work at Columbia
University.

When the time came to serve

my product I substituted the dining
hall bread for mine and everyone says
says that the demonstration was a great
success.
Now you tell one.

Among the old girls who came back
for the Conversat were the Misses Helen
Southcott,

Joyce

Warden,

Margaret

McGlashan, Margaret McBurney, Eliz¬
abeth

Ramsay,

Marian

Maisie

Bartlett,

Millechamp,

Evelyn

Hayman,

Marion Simpson,

Elsie Levi,

Lewman,

Boughner,

Helen

Mattie
Dorothy

Parsons, Helen Orr, Ruby Evans, Lorna
Miss Alene Snure, ’22, formerly of
the Presbyterian Hospital, New York,
has accepted a position in the Fifth
Avenue Hospital, New York.
Miss Dorothy Drew, ’21, is a dietitian
in a hospital in Geneva, Illinois.

Bruce,
Fisher.

Gladys

Becker,

Emily

Stimulated by the efforts of the execu¬
tives of former years the Macdonald
Alumnae executive committee met this
fall to prepare a one-day programme
for the annual June meeting.

Miss Jean Craig, ’22, was married to

Bell

An endea¬

vour will be made to secure as speakers
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specialists in such phases of home econo¬

Never sees what is just

mics as teaching, homemaking, nutri¬

Around the corner;

tion, social service, hospital dietetics,

So I’m still sifting ashes;

and business.
The programme will also include a

But at least I’ve kept
The other slipper—and

banquet where reports of Macdonald

My dreams.

Clubs from all parts of Canada will be

—Florence Van Cleve.

given.
“POST-MORTEMS”
From the recital given by Mrs. Agnes
Grieve Maclean.

I’m thinkin’ o’ a lassie noo that some o’
ye may ken,
A spec o’ dirt ne’er stains her does, it
disna matter when

(Revised Version)

Yes, I’m Cinderella;
Still sifting ashes, yoki observe;
For the Prince didn’t find me—
(He never does, except in fairy tales);
He carried that slipper around with him
A long while and then,
When he found it was too small

She aye is neat an’ tidy like’, she never
whines or cries
An’ aye her hair’s in perfect curl, an’
niver in her eyes.
Her boots aye hiv the brichtest shine
that you could ever get,
She’s an awfu’ perfect lassie, but she’s
no born yet.

To fit the foot of any of the women
Who tried to wear it,
He became peeved, so to speak,
And said he never had liked
Small women, anyway;
Junoesque beauties for him!
And he used the slipper for a matchholder.
Till one day his wife
(For, of course, he married my step¬
sister,
The eldest one, with the thin tight lips)
Said she was tired

She gets up early ilka morn an’ says a
mornin’ prayer,
Then puts on a’ her does alane, an’ even
combs her hair.
She dries the breakfast dishes, an’ then
sweeps an’ dusts the hoose.
She finds out ilka thing in which she can
be ony use.
She rins her mither’s errands—an’ she’s
niver knawn to fret,
She’s an awfu’ handy lassie, but she’s
no born yet.

Of seeing that silly thing about,
So she threw it away.
I often see the Prince
When he comes to dine with my step¬
mother

When schule time comes she’s niver
knawn to absent be or late;
Her readin’, writm’, ’rithmetic are aye
without mistake;

(His mother-in-law);

In ilka class richt at the heid is where

He’s grown fat and stodgy;

you’ll see her sit,
For she answers ilka question that the

And his eyes are dull
From overeating.
I know he isn’t happy;
And I sometimes wonder
\\ hy he didn’t search a little longer;
i t he never does, you know;

maister likes to pit,
An’ disna matter who he is—she’s sure
to be his pet—
She’s an awfu’ diver lassie, but she’s
no born yet.
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It must have been rather a surprise
to the Juniors to be greeted with the

She kens her catechism an’ she kens her
golden rule.

following notice posted on the board:
The Juniors are invited to entertain

She weel repeats the Bible buiks, e’en
the commandments then,
Beatitudes an’ iverything that then was
telt to men.
Her penny she n’er keeps for sweets, but
puts it in the plate,
She’s an’ awfu’ saintly lassie, but she’s

the Seniors to a Feed on Wednesday,
February the 10th.
Chicken preferred.

R.S.V.P.

However they rose nobly to the oc¬
casion and provided the feed, chicken ’n
everything, in the cafeteria.

Thanks.

no born yet.
—A. Grieve McLean.
ONE MIGHT
We are afraid that discipline in this
College has indeed come to a sad state
when our House President herself, to¬
gether with several others, found herself
locked out when she returned to the
Hall at 10.51 p.m.

Now that it has become known that
thirty agricultural colleges are giving
courses in ice cream making, might one
be pardoned for referring to them as
sundae

schools?—Nashville

Lumberman.

SPEEDING UP

Bud (during a Biology exam.)—I do
so love these little guessing contests

Southern

Efficiency

Expert

(to

Central)—:

“Would you mind if I gave you the
number all five times at once?”—Life.
An optomist is a person who takes a
cross-word puzzle to a Dietetics Lab.—
Are you an optomist?

From “Life:”
“Great heavens! The baby swallowed
a hairpin.”

Some girls like them year-book pic¬
tures, and with others the pictures are

“Well, what of it?

A hairpin is of

no use to anybody nowadays.”

like them.

Wyn (down in the cafeteria)—Is this

Editor:—“Do you know how to run
a newspaper?”

tea or coffee?
Audrey—Sorry, I can’t tell you, Wyn.
A dietitian is not a diagnostician.

Applicant:—“No, sir.”
Editor:—“Well, Ill try you.

I guess

you have had experience.—Puck.
From the “Tennessee Mugwump:”
Voice on Phone—“John Smith is sick
He re¬

Teacher:—“Who can name one im¬

quested me to notify you.”
Dr. Wilhelm—“All right, who is this
speaking?”

portant thing we have now that we did

and can’t attend classes to-day.

“This is my roommate.”

not have one hundred years ago?”
Tommy:—“Me.” — Los Angeles
Times.
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The first basketball team has to its

Let’s give credit where credit is due.

credit five wins and one lost game in the

Admitting the fact that all members of

intermediate intercollegiate series, and

the team 'have trained faithfully and

one win in the exhibition series, with

hard, yet, to Prof. A. W. Baker goes much

senior teams.

credit lor making them what they are.

Watch their smoke!

His
The fans heard

rumors about the

great strength of our basketball team,

constant

coaching

and

untiring

efforts to produce a real team certainly
have borne fruit.

early in the season, but the more sage
only thought it the result of a brain

The first of our league games was

\

wave of an optimist,

but pleasing to

played in the gymnasium early in lanuary,

say, it’s a reality.

Osgoode Hall being our visitors.

For so early in the term the game was
Teams

of senior calibre

have

had

wonderfully fast, in fact, so much so

much difficulty in slipping over wins, the

that the lawyers exercised their piivi-

Broadview Y. M. C. A. team of Toronto

lege of calling for three rest

did it twice, the score away from home

while our boys found the fast going to

being 32-27, while on our floor it was a

their liking.

periods,

tough proposition to be nosed out by
one point in score of 21-20.

The score at half time was reasonably
close, being 20-13, but as time went on

Hamilton Y. M. C. A. Seniors re¬

our boys drew away and romped home

ceived a rude jolt when our quintette

with a 33-27 victory.

journeyed to

tainly received great support from the

bengal

town

and

gave

The team cer¬

them an undisputable lacing of 31-26.

howling side lines.

Even the pessimistic supporters of the

gymnasium held a bigger crowd, and

Bengals would not believe it until the
papers gave us credit for it

everyone was satisfied with the result.

Never has that old

Since the University of Western On¬
West End Y. M. C. A. of Toronto,

tario have decided they are good enough

paid our boys a compliment when they

to place a team in the senior intercol¬

asked us for an exhibition game.

legiate race, our boys met their second

The

Toronto crew are seniors, and last year’s

team.

eastern champions.

any trouble and figured on a one-sided

It speaks well for

our intermediate crew to say the least.

Of course we did not anticipate

score, but to our surprise the game was
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an overtime affair.

Nevertheless

the

O. A. C. men brought home Western’s
scalp

under their belts by defeating

them by 26-21.

will be done away with.

To say the

least it does not foster good feeling be¬
tween the two colleges.
The hopes of Varsity's second string

to-

team received a rude jolt when we nosed

While all the O. A. C. fans congratu¬

them out of a sure victory by 24-22.

late the London crew on turning senior,

The old saying that a game is never

and will watch their results with inter¬

won until the final whistle has blown

AS GOOD AS THE BEST
The Budding Champions of the Intermediate Intercollegiate Group
Left to Right:—j. W. G. McEwan (C.), j. E. Ridley (L.F.), j. Marshall (R.D.), L. M.
Schenck (R.F.), E. H. Heatherbell (L.D.) Subs.—L. C. Young, Guard; P. Potter, Forward.
—

est,

we sincerely hope that

the un-

Courtesy of Guelph Mercury.

was never better demonstrated than

sportsman-like tactics and grousing that

during this game.

Varsity were leading

mars every game in every line of sport

by four points, with one minute and a

played between Western and O. A. C.

half to go.

Then the parade started.
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Ridley potted a beauty, that inspired
Heatherbell to follow suit with one of
his shots that made Victoria High
School famous.
Schenck caught the
fever and put the clamp on the game
for us with another basket about 10
seconds before the final whistle blew.
It was a whirlwind finish and a good
game to win.

To have the game safely tucked away
in the first half by the score of 12-6 and
lose in the last thirty seconds by a score
of 18-17 was the bitter pill we had to
swallow when our boys'* met Osgoode
Hall in the Toronto Central Y. M. C. A.
The large crowd of supporters gave the
team a world of support, but lady luck
seemed to be against us.

Our basketball men paid glowing tri¬
bute to the support received from the
side lines from ex-students attending
Varsity. Other teams reported a simi¬
lar treatment last fall. To these men
we express our appreciation, as “a little
help now and then is relished by the
best of men.”

The game on Saturday, February 7th’
will go down in the annals of basketbal1
history as being one of the most exciting
games ever played in the gymnasium.
Our guests were the Toronto Varsity
second team. We all realized our boys
had their hands full, and to make mat¬
ters worse, Jimmie Marshall, our star
defence man was unable to play due to
an injury received in the game with
Varsity.
Our boys started off well, but at half¬
time the visitors were leading 7-6.
Shortly after the ten-minute interval
Varsity made it 11-6. Something had
to be done, and the team did it, and tied
up the score. Three times in the last
ten minutes the score was tied, and
with fcrty-seven seconds of play left
Heatherbell dropped in the winning
basket, sending some three hundred
spectators wild with excitement.
It
was a great game to win after trailing
behind the visitors for more than threequarters of the game.

Graduates around the country have
reported that our college spirit is on the
wane, and that the place isn’t as good
as when they were here. A special car
to accomodate the crowd of supporters
at the O. A. C. vs. Osgoode game in
Toronto should put these fears at rest.
Last fall two cups found rest in our
locker of silverware when the Soccer
and Harriers team won—not so bad for
a season’s work!

“The way of the transgressor is hard,”
we hate to think it, but the second baskketball team must be transgressors, for
they certainly have had a hard road to
hoe. Twice they have tasted defeat, by
close scores, at home 19-16 against Trin¬
ity College, and at Toronto 19-11
against Upper Canada College. There
is some good material in this crew and
no doubt they will prove to be valuable
members of next year’s team. Win or
lose they certainly have worked and
trained hard, and are receiving an
abundance of experience.

Two exhibition games, one for each
team gave our men a good chance to
get in form for coming games. Our
seconds defeated Victoria College 24-12,
while the Hamilton Senior Y. M. C. A.
team triumphed over our first quintette
33-17.
In the senior game we were
minus the services of our stalwart de¬
fence pair, Heatherbell and Marshall,
or the score might have been much
smaller.
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Another capacity house of supporters
turned out to witness the Western vs.
O. A. C. game.

This tilt was in no way

as spectacular as the game on the pre¬
vious Saturday for never at any stage
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Played
O.A.C.
6

Osgoode.
Toronto.
Western.

Won

5
5
5

Lost Points
1
10

4
3

18
2
6
5
0

0

of the game was there any doubt as to
who the ultimate winners would be.

At

half time the score was 16-6 for our

The second team consists of players
mainly from the junior years of the

team, with Ridley securing the bulk of

College,

the points as usual.

some real good material coming along

The second half

which

means

we

will

have

was faster, but never once did our boys

for

get going, however, they nearly doubled

Snyder

the score on the visitors, it being 25-13

T. H. James, ’26; G. Thompson, ’26;

when the final whistle blew.

A. H. Stevens, ’27; J. Aitken, ’28; H. R.
Boyce, ’28.
-

succeeding

years.

(Capt.),

’26;

They
R.

are

Pugh,

R.
’26;

In order to let the fans know who is

Our senior team is entered in the O.

on our team, and who our point getters

A. B. A. intermediate series, and are in

are the table below has been arranged:

a group consisting of Stratford, London

r \

<

6
The Team

c
3-i
CD
4->
<u

£
Lrif)

w
C G
o
bJO
Cfi <

c 6

C

£
c
j-i
c
H
n

U
<

E. Ridley. .14
L. M . Schenck. . 5
j. W. G. McEwen.. . 0
E. H. Heatherbell. . 9
j. Marshall (Capt.) . 3
Subs. —P. Potter. 2

9
7

4

2

2
6

L. C. Young .

0

c

> >
c
<v
u r* +J
o
< u
C <u
c H £
cn

**

w
8

J.

CJ
’u U u
o
c < <
bJC
cn c 6

and St. Thomas teams.

not played any games in this group as
they drew a bye, and will meet the group
leaders

sometime

iate race our men stand a great chance
of winning the O. A. B. A. series.
The second team broke into the scor¬

2
0
8

3
4

3
0

ing column in their group when they

4

1

0

2 7
3 *0 *0
0 0 0

0

0

0

at

the

7 14

3
4

standing

From

brand of ball played in the inter-colleg¬

0

1

gave Trinity College a taste of their own
medicine by defeating them at home
by 25-19.

There was ;no doubt of the

ultimate winners, as our boys have now
struck their stride

time

of

going to press:

and

the

budding

preachers were helpless against our fast
travelling quintette.

League

soon.

4

^Marshall did not play in these games.
The

The boys have

This win gives our

boys a good chance to win the group
honors.

Happssamgs m tKm
Because the ice was not ready for the
team on their return from holidays they

With only one player of last year’s
sextette left,

“Hamy"

Hamilton, the

were hardly at their best for their firstgame with Victoria College, and conse¬

net guardian, has a real task to build up

quently came out on the short end of

a new team that can keep pace with the

the score, being overwhelmed by 4 to 1.

fast-stepping Toronto faculties.
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In the games away from home we

Wharry handled the team in a creditable

almost got an even break, losing one,

way and his judicious-use of substitutes

and drawing the other.

helped to win the game for us.

The small out¬

door rinks at Varsity were strange to
our men and they were somewhat handi¬
capped.

But,

nevertheless,

our

op¬

The

Northern

Rubber

Co.’s

proved a tough proposition.

team

Here we

ponents were better than our team and

met

won fairly.

counting the shots on goal we outshot

unexpected

them 3-1.
The last

game of the interfaculty

group played at home resulted in an¬
other loss.

strength,

though

However, a team can’t al¬

ways win, and we were forced to be con¬
tented with a 1-1 draw.

Trinity forced a draw game

in Toronto, but they were a vastly dif¬
ferent team when they visited our rink.
The score of 4-1 does not give a true in¬
dication

of

the

play.

Perhaps,

2-1

would have been a closer representation

Members of this year’s hockey squad
are:

“Hamy”

Pridham,

'25;

Hamilton, O.V.C.; A.
J.

M. Roxburgh, ’26;

Fred Richardson, ’26; Bruce Medd, '26;
Frank Baird, ’26; S. Mitchell, ’28; H.

of the hour’s work.

M. Schollie, ’28; J.Aitken, O.V.C.;A.
The City of Guelph seniour league is
more to our liking.

In this group the

teams are about the same calibre as our¬

Jamieson, ’28.

Only one of these men

will be lost by graduation so we should
have a real strong team next winter.

selves, and while it is a little early yet
to predict, we hope to cop the honours

In the return game with Spring &
Axle team our sextette again proved

of the City.

their superiority by winning 3-2.

For

Our first game with the Spring Axle

the first half of the City League schedule

team was played on a fast sheet of ice,

we are safely in the lead, the leadership

in the down-town Arena.

To the sur¬

would have been definitely established

prise of the city hockey fans we came

but the mild weather of early February

off with a win by 2-1.

spoiled the ice.

Manager Jim

*

Wkk ftk<

Miifft Airftisfc

The elimination bouts prior to the

with

his

fast-stepping

Toronto

op¬

annual Assault-at-Arms at Varsity were

ponent, while "Sheik” Lewis, '26, sur¬

held on February 5th.

prised

All the men

were in the pink of condition.

"Set”

Snape,

.of

Guelph,

when

the

judges awarded him the decision. All¬

Marston, ’23, the wrestling coach and

men

“Steve” Mason, the boxing coach, cer¬

exhibition, the bout ending in a draw.

tainly had the boys looking like world
beaters.

Garriety, '27, and Gamble, ’28, came

’25, and Lafontaine gave a clever

out on the losing end of their bouts.

In the Guelph Y.M.C.A. Assault-atArms, our men won a goodly portion of
the prizes.

Cross, ’25, boxed to a draw

To “Set” Marston, ’23, we take this
opportunity of expressing the opinion
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of the student body by thanking him for

rather disappointing to the 0. A. C.

his faithful service. "Set” has ever since

fans.

College opened been with his wrestling

us, when men we figured would be easy

team, teaching, coaching, and getting

winners lost.

them into first-class condition.

Last

the finals and after fourteen minutes of

year the good showing made by our mat

hard wrestling secured a fall on his man,

artists was largely due to Mr. Marston’s

this being the only win we had in the

efforts, and the same applies this year.

finals.

A few surprises were sprung on
Allmen came through in

In the preliminary rounds in the

125-lb. boxing, Gamble,

’28, defeated

Toye (S.P.S.), while in the semi-final,
The preliminary and semi-final bouts

Lewis defeated Crane (S.P.S.), in 145-

for the Varsity Assault-at-Arms were*

lb. wrestling, and Stewart beat Beddell

held on February 12th.

(Forestry), in the 160-lb. class, giving

These rounds

weeded out a lot of our good men, such

us a total of twelve points.

as Cross, Cox, Gamble, Baird, Garriety,

of Medicine won the Assault with thirty-

Miller, Hand, Colbeck, Whitmore and

five

Wilson.

hearty congratulations, but next year
-

The final bouts of the Assault were

points;

The Faculty

to them we extend

our

we feel confident the Davidson cup will
come to the O. A. C.

The Officers of Waverley Masonic Lodge request us to announce that Monday,
March 23rd. will he College Night. Tthe chairs will he occupied by Past Masters
who are ex-college or college men. All former college men who are members of the
craft are invited to he present.
Any such seeing this notice are requested to advise
others of the meeting and to notify A. W. Baker, 0. A. C. if they can he present.
A large attendance of out of town members of the craft is expected.
and m-eet old friends.
Lodge opens at 8 p.m.

Come
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From Ontario

Algoma...•

2

Peel.

4

Peterborough.

2

Perth.

6

Prescott.

3

Prince Edward.

1

Rainy River.

0

Renfrew.

1

Rossell.

3

Simcoe.

13

Stormont.

0

Temiskaming.‘.

3

Thunder Bay.

5

Victoria.

2

Waterloo.

6

Welland.

2

Wellington.

35

Wentworth.

9

York.

47

Brant.

11

Bruce.

10

Carleton.

32

Dufferin.

3

Dundas.

5

Durham.

4

Elgin.

12

Essex.

5

Erontenac.

3

Glengarry.

4

Grenville.

3

Grey.

6

Haldimand.
Halton.»...

8
8

Hastings.

3

Huron.

5

Kent.

3

Lambton.

11

Lanark.

9

Leeds.

6

Lennox and Addington.
Lincoln.

2
18

Alberta.

4

British Columbia.

13

Middlesex.

21

Muskoka..
Nipissing..

4
4

Manitoba.
New Brunswick.

1
7

Northumberland.
Norfolk.

2
5

Quebec.

3

Prince Edward Island.

2

Ontario.

6

Saskatchewan.

7

Total from Other Provinces.

50

Oxford.

12

Parry Sound.

3

Total from Ontario.
From Other

Provinces

372

of The

Dominion

Nova Scotia.

13
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from 18 years to 41 years.
year was 22.5.

The average

Bermuda.

1

England.

11

Ireland.

2

Scotland.
South Africa.

1
1

registered for the Fall Term were:

Switzerland.

1

Anglican.

91

Trinidad.:.

1

Baptist.

28

U. S. A.*..

3

Congregational.,.
Church of Christ.

9
6

Total from Other Countries.

21

Evangelical.

1

Friends.

2

Lutheran.

2

Grand Total.. 443

Religious denominations of students

Methodist. 137
Age

and

Religious

The limits of age

Denominations

Presbyterian. 147

in

Roman Catholic.

1923

ranged

20

Th® a Ao Co inn ftk® SonMkdm Sftaii®
Last June,

during

meeting of

of Tennessee, of which University he is

International Rotary in Toronto, the

now President Qe* I made Dr. Morgan’s

Guelph Rotary Club received a visit

acquaintance

from Mr. Bolton Smith, Governor of

University of Louisiana and am familiar

the

with

University

of

the

Tennessee,

H.

A.

while

he

was

at

the

his splendid work there in the

Morgan, President of that University,

study of the cotton boll weevil and the

Alfred Atkinson, President of the Uni¬

Texas cattle tick.

versity of Montana, and Ben Brown, of

of his study of the life history of the

New

latter

Orleans.

The

three

last

men¬

tioned are Alumni of the O. A. C.

At

United

insect

It was the result

which

States

has

enabled

Government

are

rapidly

to

the

adopt

that visit, Mr. Bolton Smith presented

plans which

ridding the

to the Guelph Rotary Club a standard

South of Texas fever.

of twenty-nine flags, representing the

entire South laid under a deep debt of

nations that are members of Rotary.

obligation to Dr. Morgan and to his

In a recent letter to President Reynolds,
Mr. Smith gives his reasons for the gift:

Alma Mater.
From the time Dr. Morgan became

“Many are the men graduated from

connected with the University of Ten¬

Thus was the

who have

nessee, his services to agriculture of that

done yeoman service in the cause of

State have been so unusual that he soon

improved

But

became unquestionably the most pro¬

there is one man whose services to the

minent and influential citizen of the

South are such that I wished to couple

State, and he has been able to use this

his name specially with this gift.

This

influence for the purpose of interpreting

is Harcourt A. Morgan who, from 1889

to the farmers of the South the benefit

to 1905, held the Chair of Entomology

they would receive from higher educa¬

at the University of Louisiana.

Dr.

tion and the importance of giving more

Morgan

the

adequate support to the institutions of

that institution

(O. A. C.)

southern

then

agriculture.

became

Dean

of

College of Agriculture of the University

higher learning of the State.

During
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the

War

Dr.

Morgan

served

under

Extract from letter of F. S. Parsons,

Herbert Hoover as State Food Adminis¬

Imperial College of Tropical Agricul¬

trator.

ture, St. Augustine, Trinidad, B.W.I.:

We regard him as our most

distinguished citizen.”

“My work at this college, practically
entirely with cotton, is extremely in¬
teresting.

C oirnw irssx m©m<B
There were a large number of ex¬
students

back

for

the

“Conversat”.

The

climate

has

certain

drawbacks just now but improves in a
few weeks.
“I find my thoughts frequently turn

From all reports the “Conversat” was

to the College (O. A. C.) rugby season

a

and the C. O. T. C.

huge

success,

although

graduates

would notice a tremendous change in
the

amount

of

decorations.

Among

’23—W. F. Jones has just been pre¬

those noticed at the dance were: “Gus”

sented

Edwards '22, Charlie Riley ’21, Fred

congratulations, Joner!

with

a

daughter.

Heartiest

Stock '21, Shoemaker ’24, Jimmie Short
'24,

R.

Keegan '24,

Brennaund ’22,

'23—Dinty Moore is at Kansas Agri¬

Ren wick ’22, Xels Ure ’24, Reg Balch

cultural College, taking post-grad. work.

’23, Bob Crosgrove ’23, Dyce ’23, Bill

He holds a fellowship and is teaching

Kay ’22, R. D. Allan T9.

part time.
’23—Roy Richmond recently visited

hj

Ycesiirs

Ted Hutt, at Madison, and found him
working hard as usual.

'24—S. H. Short is in charge of the

He hopes to

visit the College some time this year.

Gypsy Moth work in the Eastern Town¬
ships, Quebec.

Berry and Brickley are happily set¬

’23—G. A. Scott has been appointed

tled in Cuba.

The climate is so delight¬

to the Staff of the Dominion laboratory

ful that they don’t have to shovel either

of Plant Pathology, at Saskatoon.

snow or coal.

There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries. *
On such a full sea are we now afloat;
And we must take the current when it serves,
Or lose our ventures.

The action of Potassium Iodide is expressed thusly:—KI + 2-S = KISS.
The action usually takes place in the absence of light and is accompanied by
a small, crackling sound, usually formed by the 2H20 about the point of contact.
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vi 1.
=H

No. i (350 lba,
capaai y)

No. 2 (450 lba,
capaai))

No. 3 (650 lb#.

No. 4 (850 IS*
capaai))

Capacity)

No. 5 (1100 lb*
Capa^Uj)

Dollars Flow in Rich Cream
When a

McCormick-Deering
Separates the Milk!
«

Some day you may have an opportunity to prove
the wisdom of cream conservation, by way of the
McCormick-Deering Primrose, in the daily opera¬
tion of your own farm. In the meantime why not
resolve to pass along the benefits of your liberal
education by spreading the gospel of centrifugal
separation of cream with the best possible cream
separator? A word dropped here and there in your
home community, or elsewhere, may be the means
of helping to eliminate cream waste on the farms of
some of your friends. Remember, “The elimina¬
tion of waste is a total asset. It has no liabilities.”
The McCormick-Deering Primrose Ball-Bearing
Cream Separator is designed especially to put more
money in farm pocket through the saving of the
last drop of butterfat.

The McCormick-Deering Primrose
Runs on Ball Bearings!

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
OF CANADA ™
HAMILTON

CANADA

WESTERN BRANCHES — Brandon Winnipeg. Man.. Calgary Edmonton. Lethbridge. Alta .
ESTEVAN. N BATTLEFORD. REGINA. SASKATOON. YORKTON. SASK.
EASTERN BRANCHES — Hamilton. London. Ottawa. Ont.. Montreal. Quebec. Que.. St John. N B.r

ill
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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“The Judge gives his decision against

to have this fungus growth and that it

the moustache," was the verdict handed

was kept in good condition, so that it

out by Judge Jones, of the O. A. C., in a

was not a means of spreading any con¬

crowded court room at 121 Mills Hall

tagious diseases.

on Sunday morning, Jandary 18th.

Dr. Bacterial Wilt Davey, a special¬

An ex-student who was visiting some
friends over the week-end at the Col¬
lege was found wearing a fungus growth
on his upper lip.
by

Sheriff

He was apprehended

Forward

and

brought

to

court for trial Sunday morning.
The accused when brought before the
judge, pleaded not guilty.

He stated

hat it was necessary in his profession

ist in bacteriology, then gave testimony
as to the nature of the diseases produced
He produced cultures and pointed out
the danger of such diseases as the red
and black plague.
Dr. Braund, a beauty specialist and
health officer of the College, stated that
such 'a growth on the upper lip was not
only unhealthy but detracted from the
appearance of the human race.

Dr.
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Conservatively
fig¬
ured, a De Laval Milker
will make at least $20 per
cow, per year in saving time
and increased milk which usually
comes as a result of its use and because
of its regular, stimulating and soothing
action.
Multiply this by 10, 20, 30 or the number of
cows you are milking by hand and you get a
very conservative idea of what a De Laval
Milker really will make you in profit.
In addition, when it is considered that
cleaner milk can be produced, that the drudgery
and dislike of hand milking are eliminated,
and that dairying is made more pleasant for
owner, son or hired man, you have the answer
why so many people are installing De Laval
Milkers—and especially when it is borne in
mind that a De Laval Milker can be bought on
such liberal terms and such long time that it
will actually pay for itself as it is being used.

Trade Allowance on Old Cream Separators
for New De Lavals
De Laval Agents are now making liberal allowances on old centrilugal
cream separators, of any age or make, as partial payment on new improved
De Lavals—the best cream separator ever made.

The De Laval Company, Limited
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

PETERBORO
VANCOUVER

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Braund also stated that according to

The judge issued a severe warning to

by-law number 24 of the City of Guelph,

the accused who was allowed to go on

all garbage must be kept in a metal

condition that he remove the fungus

container.

growth immediately.

Word PmzzI©

Horizontal:—
1. One of those there states.

32. What some of the actors in the Gypsy Rover missed.

33. Tommy Graham broke his-

2. Our country.
12. Come from' the barn.

34. Before.

'

14. VY hat a girl says when she means yes
15. Article (Fr.)

.36. American Amateur Navy.
37. Sun god (Egyptian).

16. Biologists dissect them.
18. Goddess of the Hunt (Catthew).

38. Everybody has one.
41. One’s self.

19. Be careful—it will explode.

42. Anger.

20. Deduce.

44. We worship.

,Y\ here whales are found.
23. Pronoun.
.
v ,
24. Must be hoed.
t

-

45. Girl’s name. Reg. Osborne ought to
-,r A
know -it.
A
- 46 Worry.
'
'
’

25. Indeline article.
|26. I am—you

48. Iowa—spelt phonetically.
he is.

49. Man’s name (Ab.)

29. AY e think it has something to do
with electricity.
30. Pins.
? --v

50. Who is holding up the world on his
shoulders?
51. Despises.

THE O. A. C. REVIEW

CIGARETTES
Milfl and Extra.Fine

121-15*

20 * 25®

OGDEN’S LIVERPOOL

xi

xn.
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Artisans
Chocolate Bars
are the handy candy.
Easy to buy, easy to
carry, easy to eat.
Biggest value for your
money — a variety to
please every taste.
Try one of these to-day!

Delightful Varieties

Insist
on Neilson’s
39. First three vowels.

Vertical:—
1. North of South America is

40. Much discussed law.

2. Boy’s name (Ab).

41. Companion.

3. Term used is electricity.

43. Flask used in Chem. Lab. (Ab.)

4. Part of “to be.”

45. Boy’s name.

5. Dental surgery (Ab.)

The kind Horatio Al¬

ger likes.

7. Article.

47. Neuta Plural for “that” (Lat.)

8. Popular name for donkeys.

49. Infantile mannei of referring to a

9. Bird (Lat.)

parent.

10. Prep. (Fr.)
11. What Evie makes for the basketball
team (plans).

GOLD—GOLD—GOLD
Third Year Economics Leoicre

Pat Reilly (to class)—“What is a def¬

13. Love.
16. Prank.
17. Referring to four (chemical term).

inition for gold?”
Bud. Braund—“The root of all evil.”

20. Electrical charge.
21. Animal (not rat).
22a. Part of the head—think of Little
Red Riding Hood.

Speculation was life the day of the
Conversat as to the reason of the mys¬
terious covered walk from Mills’ Hall

27. Age.

to the Dining Hall.

33. Negative, old fashioned.
35. Finish.

solved when it was announced that a

36. Girl’s name.
Women.”
37a. A » rat.

Have you read “Little

The mystery was

cloak room would be provided for the
ladies in the basement of the Dining
Hall, but the men would be expected to
leave their clothes in their rooms.

THE 0. A. C. REVIEW

Mil.

The Dominion Bank
ESTABLISHED 1871

Complete Banking Facilities
Manufacturers and business houses carrying their accounts
with the Dominion Bank are assured of efficient service.

We invite accounts of the staff and students
Savings Department
Interest allowed on deposits and paid or added to accounts
twice a year.

Guelph Branch

A. E. Gibson, Manager

An ambitious young artist decided
to give his wife as a birthday present

ALEX STEWART

a portrait of her and himself together.

CHEMIST

When the picture was finished he showed
it to his small son, who said:—
“That’s fine!

But who is the lady,

daddy?”
‘Why, that’s your mother.”

Will Develop, Print and Finish
your KODAK Pictures and
furnish you with fresh
films

After a long pause the boy remarked:
“Well, then, why have you painted

. rjW
vjv

her with a strange gentleman?”

Office and Main Store'
PHONE 80S

49 QUEBEC ST.

W. V. BAGG
Cleaner & Presser
Scotland

Woolen Mills

S u i t—$25i0?—O’Coat

65 St. George’s Square

Branch:
10 Lower Wyndham Street

M—Cuth:—-Now why did they call
that foul on Mac?
Elsie:—For holding.
M—Cuth:—Well, isn’t that just like
Mac.—Managra.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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THE BACTERIOLOGICAL BALL
A gay bacillus to gain the glory,
Once gave a ball in a laboratory.
The fete took place on a cover glass,
Where vulgar germs could not harass;
None but the cultured were invited,
Lor microbe chicks are well united.
They closely shut the ball-room doors
To all the germs containing spores.
The staphylococci first arrived,
To stand in groups they all contrived.
The diplococci came in view

One Pound
Better Than Three
Due to the ability to provide desired
conditions economically American in¬
dustries each year are replacing many
pounds of unsuitable supplies with a
comparitively few pounds of effective
material.
As sanitation is of basic importance in
handling milk food products the Dairy
Industry has long since realized the
extravagance of using unsuitable and
ineffective cleaning materials.
Dairymen the world over in steadily
increasing numbers are standardizing
the use of

A trifle late and two by two
The streptococci took great pains.
To seat themselves in graceful chains.
The pneumococci, stern and haughty,
Declared the gonococci naughty
And said they would not come at all
If the gonos were present at the ball.
The fete began, the mirth ran high,
With not a fear of danger nigh.
Each germ enjoyed himself that night
Without a fear of a phagocyte.
’Twas

getting

loaded,
When Bang!

late
The

and.

some

were

formaldehyde

ex¬

ploded ;
And drenched that happy dancing mass
That swarmed the fated cover glass.
Not one survived, but perished all,
At that bacteriological ball.

because it economically
freely and quickly rinses,
washed surfaces sweet
odorless.
Wyandotte cleans

cleans clean,
and leaves all
smelling and
clean.

Tc keep both
the customer and
the manufactur¬
er informed as
to the latest ad¬
vances in econ¬
omical cleaning
a
large force
of Wyandotte
Service Men—Cleaning Doctors—work
from 27 District Offices, in connec¬
tion with the salesmen of over 2,500 distri¬
butors.

The J. B. Ford Company
Wyandotte, Mich.
Sole Mnfrs.
Offices in principal cities.

REMEMBRANCE!
First Prize Poem in Annual Competition.
November came one day when the tyees were sleeping
And brought white mists, pale yellow dawns and frost;
Scattered t?ie maple leaves on the whispering hillsides,
And piled them over the rocks till the rills were lost.
There was a haze on the fields.

In the cedar thickets

A voice called me out to gypsy the mellow days,
And I followed the old roads winding by orchards and quarries—
I followed the crows that follow the old lost ways.
And now sometimes when the wind sweeps over the campus,
Amd the same voice calls and the sky is streaked with red,
Why can’t my heart forget that gypsy weather—
When the hills are bare and the red gold leaves are dead?
—Dorothy Serensen.

THE O. A. C. REVIEW

MISS E. S. MARRIOTT
Florist and Fancy Goods Store
143 Wyndham St.,

Phone 966.
Store

Open

Opp. Castle Theatre

Sunday 385J

Evenings.
Your
Appreciated.

Patronage

DALY’S
“Right at the Post Office”
News, Stationery, Tobaccos,
Chocolates, Developing, Printing

FLOWERS Whatever the occasion f
--- you can best express your
pleasure or sympathy by “Saying it with
Flowers.”
We specialize in Artistic Floral arrangements.
Member of Florists’ Telegraph Association,
Flowers delivered anywhere.
Phone 436
GILCHRIST’S FLOWER SHOPPE

The O’Keeffes
Artistic Photographers
Dominion Bank Building
PHONE 942
GUELPH

HOWDEN

HARDWARE CO

Dealers in General Hardware, Paints,
Varnishes, Oils, Leads, Glass, Putty,
Builders’ Supplies and Farmers’ Sup¬
plies.
Stoves, Graniteware, Tinware
and Kitchen Utensils.

30-32 Macdonnell Street
PHONE 964
GUELPH, ONT.

The Parker Duofold
Guaranteed to hold its point for
twenty-five years.
We carry a
complete stock of Parker Pens—
come in and have them demon¬
strated.

J. J. McTague
Watchmaker and Jeweller
Right at the. Post Office

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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BIRTHDAY

SUGGESTIONS

FOR

VARIOUS MEMBERS OF OUR
STAFF
President Reynolds—A pair of rose-

Hish Grade Printing
For Society and Social Functions

tinted spectacles.

Artistic and Unique Designs

Dr. Stevenson—A bicycle.
Prof. Harcourt—The staff of life.
Prof. McLennan—A year’s subscrip¬
tion to "College Humour.”

The Wallace Printing Co.
Commercial and Book Printers
45-47 Cork Street

GUELPH

Prof. Jones—A pair of roller skates.
Prof Toole—-A pair of spats.
Prof. Howith—A'swagger cane.

Beauty Parlor

Prof. Squirrel—A can of Squirrel Pea¬
nut Butter.
Profs. Tomlinson and McConkey—A

Marcelling and Shampooing,Face and Scalp Treatments,

dininghall meal hour clock.

Ladies Hair Cutting.

Prof. Caesar—A carpet for the beetles
MRS. HODGINS

Prof. Evans—Special street car ser¬

Phone 514W

vice.

94 Quebec St. East

Third Door from Bank of Commerce

Prof. Wheatley—A year’s subscrip¬
tion to "Life.”
Prof. Balch—A gong for the dining
hall.
Further suggestions will

appear in

EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING
A. McGladrey

Successor to W. J. Bridge

the next issue for those members of the

39 MacDonnell Street

Staff not included,as we expect replies

Opposite Commercial Hotel

from

them

in

the

near

future.
Prompt Service

at

Reasonable

Prices

Courteons Attention to All
Thank You

What was that tunnel for the night
of the Conversat?
As we came through towards Mills’
Hall, after the dance, it chanced that
we overtook a couple, who had halted
at the end of the tunnel.

There seemed

to be some trouble, as the man was
apologizing for something.

We

sell

Bicycles

Automobile

and

Skates

Accessories.

Concave, oil finish.

and

Skates

Shoes,
ground

Expert Repair Work.

M. J. BROWN
49 Cork Street,

Phone 363

I thought

that the brute had kissed her, but ap¬
parently he had not for as we approach¬

CREWSON & MITCHELL
104 WYNDHAM STREET

ed, I heard the young woman say forcib¬
ly, "Well, what do you think tunnels are
for anyway?”
Please mention the O. A

Flowers, Fruit and Candy
Caterers

C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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J. P. HAMMILL

COLE BROS. & SCOTT

Hardware and Sporting Goods

Headquarters for Men’s HighClass
Ready-to-Wear Clothing
and Furnishings.

REAL SERVICE

29 and 31 Wyndham St.
GUELPH

Ordered Clothing a Specialty

Phone 43

Upper Wyndham St.

THE PEOPLE’S STORE

SPORTING GOODS

R. S. Cull
GUELPH’S GOOD CLOTHES SHOP
The Store with the New Front
35 WYNDHAM ST.

GUELPH

At Club Rates
RUGBY, SOCCER,
SPRINTING & HOCKEY
See us First
THE BIG SHOE STORE
J. D. McArthur

H. E. COSFORD
THE

SHOEMAN
FINE SHOES
DANCING PUMPS
BOUDOIR SLIPPERS
GYMNASIUM SHOES
FOOTBALL BOOTS

For SCHOOL, SPORT
or
SOCIAL OCCASIONS
We have the Shoe

W. J. Thurston
“Where the good shoes come from.’’

37 Lower Wyndham Street

Gifts
Let us show you what we have in China,
Pottery, Silverware and Cut Glass. These
goods are made in Canada, Briton, United
States, China and Japan.
Always glad to show goods.

Dominion Cafe
98 Wyndham Street
THE MOST UP -

TO

-

CAFE AND BANQUET
IN THE CITY.

DATE
HALL

Smith & Mahoney
Jewelry, Watches, Clocks
and Diamonds
75 Quebec St.

In Hamilton stop at the Devonshire
Cafe, corner James and Vine Streets.
Under the same management.

Phone 1754J

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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A Gift that
Increases

in Value

W

HAT DID YOU GIVE LAST CHRISTMAS ?

Presentation
Covers are
provided for
Christmas
Gift Books.

Toys for the kiddies—most of them broken by
now.

“ Something useful ” for the grown-ups—now

worn out or forgotten.

Cash to your employees—

appreciated but soon spent. Other presents—hurriedly
bought and perhaps ill-chosen. Are they remembered
now ?
Suppose this year you give them each a Bank Book
containing an initial deposit, and urge them to add to

it regularly. Could anything be more suitable?
Add “Royal Bank Pass Books” to your list
of Christmas Gifts.

G452

Guelph Branch

R. L. Torrance, Manager
143

Prof.:—A fool can ask more questions
than a wise man can answer.
Stude.:—That’s why so

many

get

plucked.—Managra.

Wyndham Inn 0pte0n "io® pS:

No Writing Can
Distort This
Everlasting Point

Most Popular Rendezvous in Town

Neat Gold Pocket-clip Free

Lunch, 50 cents and a la carte.
Afternoon Tea, a la carte.
High Tea, 75 cents.
Any guests in for High Tea and
wishing to remain at the Inn until the
“Movies’' or other evening entertain¬
ment commences, are very welcome to

Come and try the beautiful Parker
Duofold—the lacquer-red pen with
smart, black tips and OVER-Size
ink* capacity. Plain black if desired.
DuoEold Jr. $5

dO SO.;-'.

Same except for size

Lady DuoEold $5
With ring for neck-ribbon

New Magazines, Victrola for dancing,
are at your disposal.

SUN DRUG CO.

UPPER WYNDHAM ST., GUELPH

Agents in Guelph

THE 0. A. C. REVIEW
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PHARMACY

Limited

DRUGS

AND

TOILET

ARTICLES

DRY GOODS
4 Doors North of Post Office
99

PROGRAMMES
Letterheads
and Envelopes,
Cards,
Invitations, Menus, etc., artistically
designed and neatly printed.

UPPER

WYNDHAM

STREET

S. J. WIMPENNY
TAILOR AND PRESSER
Men’s Suits made to measure.

Kelso Printing Co.
Fine Job Printers
TOVELL’S BLOCK
GUELPH

The Stores in which to buy

Toilet Articles
Chocolates
Films
Patent Medicines

Contracts, SI.50—4 Suits.

54 Cork St.

Stovel’s Block
Phone 400

SAVE YOUR EYES
The man who Neglects his Eyesight, neglects
happiness, health and learning capacity.
Have your Eyes Examined.

Bogardus & Barton
Quality Drug Stores
PHONE

THE BEST IN SMOKES
The Latest

in

Magazines

Betty Browns, always fresh

Murphy & Cartledge
50 St. George’s Sq.

Phone 2019

next to Bonds

1659-J

Meet Me At The

PEACOCK
CANDY

SHOP

Where Quality Counts

107 Wyndham St. - Guelph

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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BUNK

Do You Use This Bank?

Oh Chemistry
We love but thee!
As in our rooms we sit and work

—for the safe-keeping of your money
—to earn interest on your money
—to cash Cheese Cheques and Cream¬
ery Cheques.

And never, never dare to shirk;
The writing of experiments.
We think of all thy strange ferments:

—to collect Sales Notes

Ozones, amines, ketones, amides,

—to get Money Orders, instead of mail¬
ing the actual cash ,

Pentosis and formaldehydes,

—to help you increase your acreage

Arabinoses and glycerols.

—to improve your dairy herd
—to obtain sound advice on investments
in stocks, bonds and lands

Broken test tubes and what befalls
Those who linger upon the way,
That thou has marked for us to-day—

These and many other services
are yours for the asking at

UNION

BANK

OF CANADA

As in our rooms we sit and work
And learn to frown like The Terrible
Turk—
This is the song we raise on high;
This is the song we sing, no lie—
Oh Chemistry
We love but thee!

S. C. EVANS,

—Managra.

Manager.

Your Writing Home?
Purchase that Stationery from our

YOU want the Choicest
and Best Dainties
procurable.

distinctive lines

C. ANDERSON & CO. "gj®

French, English, American and Cana¬
dian Fancy Dishes of every description.

Catering a Specialty
Wedding Cakes of Superb Design.
Our
equal.

Bakery

Department

has

PHONE 527
no

A Trial Order will convince you.

Oysters, Foreign and Domestic Fruits
in season.

GEO. WILLIAMS
Phone 109

Phone 109

Guelph’s Leading Theatre

Open every Afternoon and
Evening, 1,000 leather and
velour upholstered seats,
perfect ventilation.

THE WORLD’S GREATEST
SCREEN PRESENTATION

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Kennedy’s
For College

Photographs

For The Future
Bride
After she has made you happy
with one little word, make her
happy by choosing the cherished
token from our special display of
Engagement Rings.

We carry a complete stock of
Frames suitable for Photographs.
Enlargements

carefully

made

$25 to $500

from Amateur Films.

Savage & Co.
Leading Jewelers

Phone7498

GUELPH

CONCERNING THE DEAN OF
MILLS’ HALL.
Our respected

Dean

is

the

possessor of a daughter, aged 4;

proud
One

PROGRAMMES, MENUS,
INVITATIONS, LETTER¬
HEADS, ENVELOPES,

day the dear girl, while fondling with
her daddy’s head, remarked:—
“Daddy, why doesn’t hair grow on
some people’s heads?’’

are Piinted
Artistically and Quickly
by

Daddy was not

at all puzzled with this childish en¬

THE GUMMER PRESS

quiry, and replied:—

DOUGLAS ST.

GUELPH

“Why doesn’t grass grow on a paved
street?”

The

little

girl

pondered,

looked again at her father’s head and

THE BLUE TRIANGLE

remarked:—
“Of course it can’t get up through the

Extends a cordial invitation to all
students from both departments to visit
the Cafeteria and Rest Rooms open
from 12 o’clock to 10.30 p.m.

concrete.”

A young lady goes upstairs at 7.45
to dress for the evening.

She is nine¬

Dinners 12.00 to 2.00
Afternoon Tea 2.30 to 5.30
Supper 5.30 to 7.00

teen years old and weighs 102 pounds..
Guess the wait of the young mambelow.

St. George's Square, WyndhamSt.

Please rr.ention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Grand Opening of
A. S. McPherson’s New Store
You are cordially invited to visit our new store in Upper Wyndham
Street. Men familiar with McPherson’s methods will need no persuasion
to patronize us—men who are not customers are invited and welcome
to make our acquaintance through the medium of quality and

Low Prices Always
The values at McPherson’s are the kind that lead to regular Business.
To come now for real values is to come here always for your clothes.
The Newest in Spring Goods for men.

a. s. McPherson
154 Upper Wyndham St. Guelph.
Complete Men’s Outfitters.

4 doors from Castle Theatre

HARDWARE

The Indefinable
Something
It is perfectly true to say that

the

materials we use in our Tailoring de-

Sporting Goods
Cutlery

pertment are always of supreme excel¬
lence of quality and that our
manship

skillfully

done

on

premises is above reproach.

our

work¬
own

But there

is something else which gives every gar¬
ment we make not only style leadership,
but complete exclusiveness.

We invite

Penfold Hardware Co.
WHERE YOUR DOLLARS
HAVE MORE CENTS

inspection before ordering elsewhere.

THE RED FRONT

Keleher & Hendley,
Limited
Phone 186

MacDonnell St.
AGENTS: I.H.C. IMPLEMENTS

Model Merchant Tailors
Furnishers and Furriers

Phone 269.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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THE HOME OF
GOOD GLASSES
GOOD GLASSESIf You Need Them.
GOOD ADVICE—
If You Don’t.

THAT
COUNT

FOR
MUCH
in-

-

appearance & satisfaction

A. D.

SAVAGE

MANUFACTURING OPTICIAN
Optometrist
To The Canadian Pacific Railway

Powell & Fennell

SAVAGE BUILDING
“Right At The Post Office”

20 LOWER WYNDHAM

Everything
In China

GUELPH

Everything
In Cut Class

OUR MOTTO

Quality and Service

Guelph and Ontario
Investment and
Savings Society

FREE DELIVERY
Two deliveries to the O. A. C.

3 V2 %

Residence daily

allowed on deposits

10 a.m.- 3.30 p.m.

Subject to cheque withdrawal.

PHONES 1200-1201

The faculty and students of the O. A.
C. and Macdonald Institute are cor¬
dially invited to make use of the ser¬
vices of our Savings Department.

Hood& Benallick

Office: Corner Wyndham and Cork
Streets, Guelph

The Handy Service Grocers
Geo.

Everything
In Groceries

Everything

D.

Forbes,

J. M.

President

In Fruits

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements

Purcell,
Manager
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The Latest Popular Song
is sure to be on hand at

KELLY’S MUSIC STORE
Also a splendid stock of
UKULELES,
MANDOLINS,
BANJOS,
SAXOPHONES,
STRINGS
and Repair Parts.
VICTROLAS and VICTOR RECORDS
The Bell Art Piano

The Nordheimer Piano

C. W. Kelly & Son
33 WYNDHAM STREET

' PERHAPS

YOU

ARE TOO BUSY TO READ
WILL SKIP MOST OF THIS

A LONG
ONE!

AD.,

SO

WE

Suits and Extra Trousers
$22.50, $25, $27.50

Fall Topcoats and

Gabardines

$15, $18, $20, $25

Winter Overcoats
4

$18.50 to $35
They’ll appeal especially to College men and others who want fine
quality and the last word in Style, New Weaves, New Color Effects.
A wide
variety of handsome patterns.
A proper fit for men of any size or build.

City Hall Square
Phone 1738
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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HARDWARE
Buy it at BOND’S—Agents for

Spalding’s Sporting Goods
Summer and Winter Supplies
EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone 1012

Phone 1012

The Bond Hardware Co. Ltd.
“WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT’’

Th_e KANDY KITCHEN
Headquarters for CONFECTIONERY, CANDY
COLD DRINKS, ICE CREAM, HOT
DRINKS. We cater to SOCIAL FUNCTIONS.
Satisfaction Assured.
Let us convince you of the excellence of Royal
Dairy Products—
ROYAL DAIRY MILK
ROYAL DAIRY ICE CREAM

KANDY KITCHEN

lower wyudham st.

Phone 230
Excellent Service

ROYAL DAIRY
Phone 1210

Prompt Deliveries

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertiserents
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This Is How
We Feel About It!
Y\ e want you to feel when you come here
for Clothes that nobody’s trying to get the best
of you, but everybody’s trying to do the best
for you.
it.

If, at any time, we fail, tell us about

W e can make amends as well as mistakes.

Once satisfied is twice sold.

In fact, that is

the only instance of double dealing to

which

we plead guilty. We always try to sell a man
so thoroughly that we

can

sell him again

and we usually do.

GOOD SUITS AND GOOD OVERCOATS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP AND GOOD WOOLENS
GOOD SERVICE AND GOOD VALUES

New Spring Suits Ready $19.50 to $45.00
Spring Topcoats, Too, $19.50 to $35.00

D. E. Macdonald & Bros.
Limited
Main Store, Upper Wyndham Street
Branch Store, Lower Wyndham Street
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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You Have

the

XX-V11

Pressure

You

Want All the Time You Want It
with a Massey-Harris Sprayer
TWO GUNS—300 LBS.
ONE GUN—250 LBS.
You can get over your orchard quickly and thoroughly with
a Massey-Harris Sprayer.

The engine and pump maintain the

pressure you set, with the nozzle working to capacity.

You can

do a good job of spraying when you have a steady, reliable
supply of pressure.
The engine is easy to start, even in cold weather, and it is
easy to operate.

It is magneto-equipped, burns gasoline or

kerosene, and is throttle governed.

It is economical to run,

being exceptionally easy on fuel and oil.
On the Massey-Harris Sprayers the tanks are made of
selected cypress, the pumps are of the latest type, and suction
and discharge hose are complete with connections.
Every fruit grower should spray and it is only when you
own an outfit that you can do the work when you want it done.
The Massey-Harris is made in one-gun and two-gun sizes.

Ask

your agent for full particulars.
4

Write your nearest branch for information on
when to spray and solutions to use, or ask your
Massey-Harris Agent

MASSEY-HARRIS Co. Ltd:
Established 78 Years Ago in 1847
Toronto
Saskatoon

Montreal

Moncton

Swift Current

Winnipeg
Yorkton

Brandon

Calgary

Regina

Edmonton

AGENCIES EVERYWHERE
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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You Can’t Make
Printing Bargains
Just as soon as you attempt to sell printing at
bargain prices then comes the time when inferior
stock and materials are used.
Good Printing commands attention. It’s the one
trade mark that gives you an established reputation.
We have made many firms happy and contented
with “Quality” Printing.
Come to us if you want Superior Printing.

HAYDEN PRESS,

Limited

Corner Yorli and Wellington Streets

Phones 247-248

LONDON, ONT.

Give Your Hens A Square Deal, Feed

Chick Food,

More Eggs

Growing Mash,

and

Scratch Food,
WESTERN

|

Better Birds,
CANADA

FLOUR

Laying Mash
Fattening Mash,

|

Pigeon Food,

MILLS COMPANY,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements

Guelph Business Directory
(Continued)
Dry Goods & Ladies’ Wear—

D.

E.

Macdonald

&

Bros.
Limited

Cole Bros. & Scott
Foster’s
John Armstrong
Druggists—

Magazines and Newspapers—

Daly’s
Murphy and Cartledge.
Musical Instruments, Music, Etc.—

C. W. Kelly & Son
Opticians and Optometrists—

Alex. Stewart
Bogardus & Barton
Broadfoot
Sun. Drug Co.

Geo. Pringle
A. D. Savage
Photographers—

Florists—

James Gilchrist
Miss E. S. Marriott
Crewson & Mitchell

The Kennedy Studio
O’Keefe Studio
Printing—

Wallace Printing Co.
Kelso Printing Co
Gummer Press

Fruits—

Geo. Williams
Hood & Benallick
Crewson & Mitchell

Radio Sets—

C. W. Kelly & Son
Gladioli, Peonies,

Iris—

J. E. Carter,
Groceries—

Hood and Benallick
Geo. Williams

Rendezvous—

Wyndham Inn
Riding Horses—

Mrs. Olive M. Meade

Hair-Dressing Parlors—

Mrs. Hodgins

Shoe Repairing—

J. D. McArthur
Hardware—

J. P. Hammill
The Bond Hardware Co.
Howden Hardware
Penfold Hardware Co.
Horticultural Society, Guelph—

F. Marr, 14 Verney St., Secretary.
Jewellers—

Savage & Co.
Smith and Mahoney.
J. J. McTague
Lumber—

Guelph Lumber Co.

Campbell’s Shoe Repair Shop
A. McGladrey’s Shoe Repair Shop
Taxicabs—

C. L. Kearns, Phone 41W
T ailors

Keleher & Hendley
Theatres—

Castle
Tobacco Shops—

Murphy & Cartledge
Daly’s

GIRLS WEEK
At Macdonald Institute
Special Programme

APRIL 23-24-25-26

Members of Junior Woman’s Institutes
and other Farm Girls are invited to spend
four days at Macdonald Institute and the
Agricultural College.
For Programme Address—
The Director Macdonald Institute, Guelph
The Director of Extension O.A.C., Guelph
The Registrar O.A.C., Guelph

